
Adverse effects from J@B+++ 

I’ve compiled pics and testimonials from different Jab reaction groups from Face-

book, Telegram, Twitter and online in general and added a few stats, a few memes 

and a lot of info about what truly is going on, on Prison Planet Earth. Pass it around 

to those you love and want to make sure they remain protected during this mega 

PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATION, and protect yourself!!! Shedding seems to be a thing 

also...so be aware please, and TURN OFF YOUR FUKIN TV!  
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Adverse Effects—generic  





















https://youtu.be/pyPjAfNNA-U  

https://youtu.be/pyPjAfNNA-U?fbclid=IwAR3QteIWN3Fi3uYLtseR-OdpFBkZA7JrDdRX6vfStWth8zTV_R-0-eQfjNE




















A SAMPLE…  

1. The FDA did not approve Moderna or Pfizer mRNA gene therapeutics 

they dubbed "vaccines". It simply authorized them. Fauci confirms. 19 

doctors warned the world of the dangers. AstraZeneca is being dropped 

by 24 countries. Johnson & Johnson, a Viral Vector(1) " injection" that 

was given Emergency Use Authorization on Feb. 27, 2021, was halted by 

several states due to the formation of blood clots. The CDC had con-

firmed. But distribution resumed after a 10 day pause. The CDC al-

so confirms(2) the Pfizer & Moderna jabs are the deadliest of all 

"vaccines", also shown in a bar chart and a video with step-by-step nav-

igation of the VAERS site.  

https://nojabforme.info/ 

https://cosmicfact.com/ 

https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/fda-takes-additional-action-fight-against-covid-19-issuing-emergency-use-authorization-second-covid
https://t.co/HAzStbwgNh?amp=1
https://twitter.com/wakeupfromcovid/status/1370188597366784003?s=20
https://rumble.com/veseil-world-doctors-warn-do-not-take-mrna-shot.html
https://rumble.com/veseil-world-doctors-warn-do-not-take-mrna-shot.html
https://thehighwire.com/videos/astrazeneca-vaccine-falls-from-grace/
https://www.infobloom.com/what-is-a-viral-vector.htm#:~:text=A%20viral%20vector%20is%20a%20virus%20which%20has,treatments%20for%20disease%2C%20gene%20therapy%2C%20and%20pure%20research.
https://www.jnj.com/johnson-johnson-covid-19-vaccine-authorized-by-u-s-fda-for-emergency-usefirst-single-shot-vaccine-in-fight-against-global-pandemic
https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2021/04/13/986709618/u-s-recommends-pausing-use-of-johnson-johnson-vaccine-over-blood-clot-concerns?utm_source=twitter.com&utm_medium=social&utm_term=nprnews&utm_campaign=npr
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/covid-19/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/states-resume-administering-jandj-vaccine-after-pause/ar-BB1g0I8g?ocid=BingNewsSearch
https://u.pcloud.link/publink/show?code=XZ8josXZAgUwHhw488S2QxDCihUpjQQKzXOk
https://u.pcloud.link/publink/show?code=XZ0uosXZKJtl7kgFRhmA72DGIn83Ok3Rlsvk
https://u.pcloud.link/publink/show?code=XZ8josXZAgUwHhw488S2QxDCihUpjQQKzXOk
https://rumble.com/vfqyet-cdc-admits-pfizer-and-moderna-are-most-dangerous-vaccines.html
https://nojabforme.info/
https://cosmicfact.com/


Epigenetics:  

https://www.facebook.com/

InformedChoiceWashington/posts/512624062414484 

 

 Flu shot homework:  

https://www.facebook.com/

InformedChoiceWashington/posts/526957964314427  

 

Pregnancy and the flu shot:  

http://medscienceresearch.com/fetal-death/ http://

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/

S0264410X17308666 

 

 Aluminum adjuvants and Thimerosal in vaccines:  

https://www.facebook.com/

InformedChoiceWashington/posts/510115155998708  

http://icandecide.com/white-papers/ICAN-

AluminumAdjuvant-Autism.pdf  

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs11011-

017-0077-2 

 Thanks to Tasha Clayton Dennis for this info. 

https://www.facebook.com/InformedChoiceWashington/posts/512624062414484
https://www.facebook.com/InformedChoiceWashington/posts/512624062414484
https://www.facebook.com/InformedChoiceWashington/posts/526957964314427
https://www.facebook.com/InformedChoiceWashington/posts/526957964314427
http://medscienceresearch.com/fetal-death/?fbclid=IwAR35AUrCAxwT69kmYOmF7g_2ZMJtv6ZDCJOOQ3XEJntQeRUrXjvaXCzSIRo
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0264410X17308666?fbclid=IwAR126pCnZx8e65FeeBDhO1htEmLKVr6udUIjtTFGwDjmDVwuTMATTUon_Pg
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0264410X17308666?fbclid=IwAR126pCnZx8e65FeeBDhO1htEmLKVr6udUIjtTFGwDjmDVwuTMATTUon_Pg
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0264410X17308666?fbclid=IwAR126pCnZx8e65FeeBDhO1htEmLKVr6udUIjtTFGwDjmDVwuTMATTUon_Pg
https://www.facebook.com/InformedChoiceWashington/posts/510115155998708
https://www.facebook.com/InformedChoiceWashington/posts/510115155998708
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Ficandecide.com%2Fwhite-papers%2FICAN-AluminumAdjuvant-Autism.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0lUHvHRu-3TF-3bfRF3ts6tjbWoHHNtVUCX6guSu_6mruO3f8511FNtCM&h=AT3RoR5UX9lKiN25-eqCgC7OWXCtLf6LFxMUy0sI7Ivp4wp3kQI_w7ddii46gFFiec41xYORNOe
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Ficandecide.com%2Fwhite-papers%2FICAN-AluminumAdjuvant-Autism.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0lUHvHRu-3TF-3bfRF3ts6tjbWoHHNtVUCX6guSu_6mruO3f8511FNtCM&h=AT3RoR5UX9lKiN25-eqCgC7OWXCtLf6LFxMUy0sI7Ivp4wp3kQI_w7ddii46gFFiec41xYORNOe
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs11011-017-0077-2?fbclid=IwAR3a1-uFPBQXoxInlGdkGT4lOwY6h_N7dtOA0PcJYTMR4SVU57u7_m516MA
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs11011-017-0077-2?fbclid=IwAR3a1-uFPBQXoxInlGdkGT4lOwY6h_N7dtOA0PcJYTMR4SVU57u7_m516MA
















Regret much? 









SOME          

 DEATHS   

 NOW... 





INDIAN VARIANT PERHAPS, OH SORRY THE DANGEROUS DELTA VARIANT... 







Well at least he had a sense of humor...as misplaced it might have been... 













Short video on those that passed in-

cluding many kids and younger adults, 

not dying of Covid nearly at all... 

 

https://www.facebook.com/

drew.slaney/

posts/10221932943365290 

 





Hi there - Id like to add a story if that’s ok.  

My father in law was was sick and taken to the hospital for almost a week over 

Xmas. Went home on the 26th. We went home still sick. He was home for 

about 5 days and he was getting worse and worse. So he was taken back to 

the hospital. Tested positive for the Rona and was admitted. The person who 

brought him, had to have the test too. He was also 

Positive. His wasn’t really bad. He is younger at 49. He only had chills and 

body aches for a night. Then his chest burned after walking say 40-50 feet. 

Then returned to normal. Oh and he did loose smell and taste.  Back to the fa-

ther in law. He was treated with hcq and 2 others. Was getting better and was 

in rehab. Then he signed up for the shot. We tried to talk him out of it but they 

made him believe he had to have it. 24 hours after the first, back to hospital 

and intubated. For a few hours. Got it out and was recovering. Went back to re-

hab. We had a talk with him about it and he agreed he didn’t want the second 

jab. We then had talked to one of the nurses, told her the story and she admit-

ted herself that she had gotten pretty sick from hers. And we thought we were 

all 

In agreement that he was not getting the second. Well, we thought he wasn’t 

going to get it. Went to visit him and he told us they came in, didn’t say a word, 

and just gave him the shot. Within 24 hours..  back in the damn hospital!! On 

a ventilator again. For a couple hours and we went down to see him. They took 

it out and we went in. He seen his son for the first time (dad 73 son 54) dad 

started crying. I went over and held his hand. He was scared! His breathing 

was terrible has had to have oxygen set on high 8. He was getting panic at-

tacks too. Also blood clots. That was another trip to the hospital. This went on 

for 5-7 days and he asked his doc to put him to sleep. He said he’s too tired of 

fighting and he couldn’t do it anymore. They were using a large cpap machine 

on him. They agreed they’d medicate him and turn off his machine and he 

would just go to sleep. That man was a tough Vietnam veteran. Had agent or-

ange and blue. Pancreatitis, copd. I believe he would have lived through the 

Rona.  

He didn’t deserve what had happened to him.  

Thank you for reading. Sorry it was so long. ♥️ 











From 

May or 

Jun 2021 



How Long Do the J@bbed Have to Live? 
By Steven Fishman 

I deferred this question to a friend of mine, Dr. Mylo Canderian, Ph.D. [born Milos Iskanderianos, Corfu, Greece, 
1938], who developed the patent for Graphene Oxide for use as a Hematological Bioweapon in 2015. 
In full transparency, Dr. Canderian is what I would call a “Genocidal Globalist,” who follows Precept Ten of the 
Georgia Guidestones, which is very seldom discussed, stating “Be not a Cancer upon the Earth; Leave Room for 
Nature.” 
Dr. Canderian is a Medical Contributor to the World Health Organization and is also very supportive of Klaus 
Schwab and the “Great Reset,” ushering in one world digital currency which is a secondary goal of the WHO for 
2022. 
Dr. Canderian is of the opinion that 95% of the world’s population are “Useless Eaters” who need to be eu-
thanized as quickly as possible. 
“Look at downtown Chicago, Baltimore, or Los Angeles,” he has stated, “and you will clearly see why the Useless 
Eaters must be put down like rabid dogs.” 
He has expressed his disdain for “Infectious Educators” who promote Critical Race Theory, and is confident that 
the “vaccine” will put an end to “Human Cancer Upon the Earth.” 
Dr. Canderian is an ardent supporter of Freemasonry’s Duty and Obligation to rid the world of the “Plague of Hu-
manity.” 
Yet on a personal level, he and I share a passion for the same exotic dish served at L’emince de Veau in Geneva: 
Cream of Hummingbird Soup followed by Elk Tongue. 
We both are fans of Chef Gaston Sere de Rivieres, who is a culinary genius. 
So, I asked Mylo, “How can the “vaccinated” know with certainty how long they have to live once they have been 
jabbed?” 
He presented me with the information, called the “End of Cycle Formula.” 
He explained how easy it is to calculate. 
“The Power of Simplicity,” he said. “There is a maximum cycle of ten years from injection to End of Cycle,” [or 
death], he elaborated. “And it is extremely easy to determine.” 
He said any hematologist can see it within seconds under a microscope, and even more readily under an electron 
microscope. “The percentage of blood affected [or contaminated] by or with Graphene Oxide is the reciprocity of 
the End of Cycle calculation,” he divulged. 
In other words, an “inoculatee” [as he calls anyone jabbed with the Experimental Use Authorization Eugenics De-
population Lethal Injection Bioweapon] having 20% Graphene Oxide deterioration in their blood will, barring any 
other input criteria, live for 8 years. [10 years less 20%]. 
Someone with 70% Graphene Oxide deterioration will not live more than 3 years. [10 years less 70%]. 
Dr. Jane Ruby recently was interviewed by Stew Peters on his podcast and showed examples of what the deterio-
rated blood looks like when exposed to Graphene Oxide. 
Graphene Oxide, for those who are unaware, is the component of Messenger RNA spike proteins and prions, 
which is at war with the heart, lungs, brain and blood for oxygen. 
Graphene Oxide is an oxygen sponge which deprives the body of necessary oxygen and causes many complica-
tions, including but not limited to anaphylactic shock, toxic blood clotting, fatal lung paralysis, mitochondrial can-
cer, and endothelial cancer.” 
Dr. Mylo Canderian’s viewpoint is much the same as Klaus Schwab, Bill Gates, and the Big Pharma CEO’s: LET 
THEM ALL DIE! 
I asked Mylo what the effect of second and third shots and boosters do and how that changes the End of Cycle 
table. 
Mylo replied: “It is all measurable through hematological testing. The more shots and boosters the imbeciles get, 
the worse their blood will look under a microscope, and the quicker they will turn to fertilizer.” 
Finally, I asked him how the plot to kill so many billions of people could be kept so secret by such a group of 
elites. 
His answer was: “You don’t know much about Freemasonry, do you, Steve?” 
And there you have it.  







Miscarriages and  
sterilization... 







MISCARRIAGE MUCH... 













Kids, teens, young 

adults... 

















   Shedding,  

     Spiked protein,  

       Graphene Oxide 





 





DNA and mRNA Explained With A Dire Warning 

In this short clip, a wise man explains the etymological roots of DNA and 

the purpose of mRNA. Power explanation with a dire warning: don&apos;t 

mess with the Creator&apos;s design! 

https://www.facebook.com/TrueNorthAmbition/

videos/488878835828335 

April 26, 2021 :I DENTIFYING POST-VACCINATION COMPLICATIONS & THEIR CAUSES: AN 

ANALYSIS OF COVID-19 PATIENT DATA 

3. Can the unvaccinated get sick from contact with the vaccinated?  

The vaccine produces many trillions of particles of spike proteins in the recipient. Patients 

who are vaccinated can shed some of these (spike protein) particles to close contacts. The 

particles have the ability to create inflammation and disease in these contacts. In other 

words, the spike proteins are pathogenic (“disease causing”) just like the full virus. What is 

most worrisome is that a person’s body is being suddenly flooded with 13 trillion of these par-

ticles and the spike proteins bind more tightly than the fully intact virus. Because of the bio-

mimicry (similarity) on the spike, shedding appears to be causing wide variety of autoim-

mune disease (where the body attacks its own tissue) in some persons. Worldwide cases of 

pericarditis, shingles, pneumonia, blood clots in the extremities and brain, Bell’s Palsy, vagi-

nal bleeding and miscarriages have been reported in persons who are near persons who have 

been vaccinated. In addition, we know the spike proteins can cross the blood brain barrier, 

unlike traditional vaccines. 

 

www.americasfrontlinedoctors.org/action-alerts/identifying-post-vaccination-

complications-their-causes-an-analysis-of-covid-19-patient-data 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7461745/


From Dr Jordan Grant:  still not sure about the shedding though… 

FROM: www.humanley.com/blog/episode24 









HOW THE SPIKE PROTEIN WORKS! 



Shedding: 
 

« I believe what is shedding is actually nano tech 

through the breathe and sweat, and AI virus particles. I 

have recently been near 3 people in the past 2 weeks 

who have taken the shot and I had lots of strange bruis-

es appear on my body. My daughter kissed one of her 

family members through their disposable blue mask 

which they'd had on all day and she now has a strange 

bruise just under her lips. They are definitely shedding 

stuff that can be detrimental to us. I am 7 months preg-

nant and really want my baby to survive » 
 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/

themostbeautifulworld.com/blog/skin-contact-covid%

3fformat=amp 

 

https://blazingpress.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/

C4591001_Clinical_Protocol_Nov2020_Pfizer_BioNTech.pd

f 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/themostbeautifulworld.com/blog/skin-contact-covid%3fformat=amp
https://www.google.com/amp/s/themostbeautifulworld.com/blog/skin-contact-covid%3fformat=amp
https://www.google.com/amp/s/themostbeautifulworld.com/blog/skin-contact-covid%3fformat=amp
https://www.google.com/amp/s/themostbeautifulworld.com/blog/skin-contact-covid%3fformat=amp
https://blazingpress.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/C4591001_Clinical_Protocol_Nov2020_Pfizer_BioNTech.pdf
https://blazingpress.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/C4591001_Clinical_Protocol_Nov2020_Pfizer_BioNTech.pdf
https://blazingpress.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/C4591001_Clinical_Protocol_Nov2020_Pfizer_BioNTech.pdf




Spanish Researchers Declare: Covid-19 Is Caused by Gra-
phene Oxide 
POSTED BY  THE WHITE ROSE  ON  30/06/2021  

HIGHLIGHTS:  FROM  

https://thewhiterose.uk/spanish-researchers-declare-covid-19-is-caused-by-graphene-
oxide/ 

Covid-19 is caused by Graphene Oxide introduced to the body through different routes 

(Translated from Spanish) 
Today, La Quinta Columna has made an urgent announcement that they hope will reach 
the largest number of people, especially those related to health and legal services, since 
the biostatistician Ricardo Delgado, Dr. José Luis Sevillano and the team of researchers 
and professors with whom they have been conducting their research have confirmed the 
presence of graphene oxide nanoparticles in vaccination vials. 

(…) 

Covid vaccines in all their variants, AstraZeca, Pfizer, Moderna, Sinovac, Janssen, John-
son & Johnson, etc., also contain a considerable dose of graphene oxide nanoparticles. 
This has been the result of its analysis to electron microscopy and spectroscopy, among 
other techniques used by various public universities in our country.  

(…) 

The graphene oxide is a toxic generated in the thrombi body, the graphene oxide is a toxic 
generates blood clotting. Graphene oxide causes alteration of the immune system. (…) In-
haled graphene oxide causes inflammation of the mucosa and with it loss of taste and par-
tial or total loss of smell. Graphene oxide acquires powerful magnetic properties within 
the body. This is the explanation for the magnetic phenomenon that billions of people 
around the world already present after different routes of administration of graphene ox-
ide. Among them the vaccine.  

(…)  

The discovery made here by La Quinta Columna supposes a full-blown attack of state bi-
oterrorism , or at least with the complicity of governments against the entire world popu-

lation, now constituting crimes against humanity. 

READ ON: https://thewhiterose.uk/spanish-researchers-declare-covid-19-is-caused-by-
graphene-oxide/ 

https://thewhiterose.uk/author/white-rose/
https://thewhiterose.uk/spanish-researchers-declare-covid-19-is-caused-by-graphene-oxide/








Variants+ 



More Than 100 Patients Die After Taking First Or 

Second Shot Of COVID-19 Vaccine In A Hospital 

In India |  

In a shocking case more than 100 patients have died 

after taking the first or even the second shot of 

COVID-19 vaccine in one single hospital… 

 

READ ON 

https://greatgameindia.com/100-vaccine-deaths-

india-hospital/amp/ 



Joe Imbriano from the Fullerton Informer, a great chan-

nel, I must admit, explains what is happening in India, 

and discusses their eating habits, being mostly vegetari-

an, and their new 5G networks activating now, has hurt 

them much 

 

Anemic 

 

Ferrous Glucomate is needed to protect from 5G, Iron 

supplement. Protects you... 

 

From this video, sorry for graphics:  

www.youtube.com/watch?v=RRgZUUiOEUo 





Bit of perspective on India deaths… 

 

Among 1.4 billion population compared to 

ours. 

248k deaths from 1.4billion = 0.0177% 

Use that percent on U.K. 

0.0177% of 67million = 11859 

Actual deaths in U.K. 128k (ONS data) 

128k divide by 11859 = 10.7 

According to the stats our death rate is ap-

prox 10.7 times worse than India yet media 

slate what a shit show their system is?  

Perspective not fear mongering. 















Mandatory, 

No...but... 



Mandatory or not... 

 

My son was in a horrendous auto accident in Dec. He has been in the 

medical facility for 5 months now. The nurse came in to do the injection . 

he asked if it's mandatory. She told him it's voluntary. He said he'd read 

up about it and let her know. Then, and only then did she tell him if he 

wants to stay in the medical facility and continue treatment for his inju-

ries it's required. But, it's voluntary because he could leave. He can't 

walk and he has no feeling or use of one arm. But, it's his choice if he 

gets it or not.  



Copied* 

Some good advice I found on Telegram for those being asked by their 
employers to have the Maxine. 
 
A company cannot mandate an employee to take an experimental drug, they would have to do the fol-
lowing to justify their decision, which then can be challenged: 
 
1. A risk assessment under the Management of Health and Safety at Works Act 1999, as to why they 
want to make it mandatory for employee to take an experimental vaccine that is on trial until 2023. 
2. A letter from the company confirming they accept liability for any medical condition you get because 
they have insisted you have the experimental vaccine, Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 Section 2 
3. A letter from the manager implementing the policy confirming they accept liability for any medical 
condition you get because they have insisted you have the experimental vaccine, Health and Safety at 
Work Act 1974 Section 7 
4. A copy of the companies liability insurance showing cover for employee taking the experimental vac-
cine are covered for any adverse medical effects. 
5. You confirm that you are not averse to vaccines, however you will wait until the trials of this drug are 
over after 2023 when you will be in a better position to make an informed decision.Found this on CIPD 
website. Their advice is unintentionally helpful for us! They've listed the genuine legal reasons why 
people can refuse the vaccine. I've cut and pasted snippets below. 
 
1. Fear of needles - These people could be protected by the disability provisions within the Equality Act 
2010. 
 
2. Those who avoid vaccination because they are planning a pregnancy may be able to use this to as-
sert sex discrimination if they are then treated less favourably or are later dismissed due to this refusal. 
 
3. Some employees have an anti-vaccination belief. They could argue this is a protected philosophical 
belief under the Equality Act 2010. Whilst there are legal subtleties surrounding whether the 'anti-vax' 
movement would attract Equality Act protection there is at the very least a risk that this type of belief 
could be protected and lead to compensation. 
 
4. Religious exemption - Some religious groups with an objection to vaccines include religions that rely 
on faith healing including some Christian churches. Some Amish may be reluctant to vaccinate. 
 
The CIPD also warns: 
- Enforced vaccination would be a criminal offence against the person and an unlawful injury leading to 
claims such as assault and battery. 
 
- The Public Health (Control of Disease) Act 1984 specifically states that members of the public should 
not be compelled to undergo any mandatory medical treatment, including vaccinations. 
 
- There is a potential human rights issues as Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights 
protects people from being interfered with physically or psychologically (which includes mandatory 
vaccination).  Hope this helps some of you. I'm off to join the Amish!   











Mandatory no but 

 

SOURCE UNKNOWN:  

For those at work being pressured to take the vaccine or else.. 

Saw this on another site.. 

 

Advice from a Barrister on how to deal with vax demands from your employer 

or anyone else: 

 

Contact your doctor and book a Vaccine anxiety appointment. At this point 

you become a medical case as anxiety is a real issue. Then collect infor-

mation about adverse effects and send that to you doctor and get them to 

answer your concerns. If they don't answer then claim this gives you further 

anxiety. 

 

Then ask your doctor to agree to a thorough medical for you BEFORE any in-

jection so if you are made to have the injection you have baseline medical ev-

idence from medical experts to prove it affected you adversely if it does. If 

they refuse, claim further anxiety. 

 

Then say you want a contract with the doctor administering the injection and 

their practice having full liability if you are medically poorly for up to end of 

life. The doctor will refuse this proving the vaccine might be unsafe and that 

ADDS to your anxiety. 

 

While this is all going on tell your employer you are looking in to it with ad-

vice from your doctor. YOU WILL WIN!! Anyone that does this will win. Use it. 

I have a degree in law and this is the process I have applied.  

It Works!      







Casedemics 
How to spread fear like a virus... 







PCR tests: 
From lovina 
 
These PCR tests are so lethal and toxic I cannot believe 
that they are exposing us to ethylene oxide without any 
care about it. I had one done because the work place pol-
icy at the time was to get pcr tests after traveling out of 
the country and state. I quit 2 months later but the 
effects are still there. I sneeze a lot and I can feel particles 
and toxins enter my nose and immediately I begin a 
sneeze fest. I never had allergies or sneezing prior. I know 
the pcr swab test broke through my bbb because I had a 
nosebleed immediately. This shit is dangerous and in-
sulting when we are being required to have them. My 
friends son was having them 2-3 a week for high school 
baseball. I cannot imagine the damage he will live with 
from these tests. The Pcr tests are completely reckless 
and barbaric.  



More of Jason in my Musings books on Amazon... 









On Censorship... 





























General Jab Info 









⚠️ Do you know each ingredient in a vaccine and their effect on the body?  

Do you truly think 74 vaccine doses before the age of 18 is for health and not profit? 

 

Everyone should read an insert.  

➡️  http://www.vaccinesafety.edu/.package_inserts.htm  

     ⬆️  ⬆️  ⬆️  ⬆️  ⬆️  ⬆️  ⬆️  ⬆️  ⬆️  ⬆️  ⬆️  ⬆️   
 

❗️ ❗️ ❗️ Purely fact with no opinion attached❗️ ❗️ ❗️  

 

1   Ingredients 

 

2   Compensation for vaccine injury to date  
 

3   VAERS site for vaccine injury  
 

4   HHS lawsuit that shows no safety studies for 32 years.  
 

5   1986 vaccine law that shields vaccine manufacturers from liability 

 

6   Supreme Court rules vaccines “unavoidably unsafe”  
 

      ���������������� 

 

1   https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/pubs/pinkbook/downloads/appendices/B/

excipient-table-2.pdf 

 

2    https://www.hrsa.gov/sites/default/files/vaccinecompensation/data/

statisticsreport.pdf 

 

3    https://vaers.hhs.gov 

 

4    http://icandecide.org/government/ICAN-HHS-Stipulated-Order-July-2018.pdf 

 

5    https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Childhood_Vaccine_Injury_Act 

 

6    https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/10pdf/09-152.pdf 

http://www.vaccinesafety.edu/.package_inserts.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/pubs/pinkbook/downloads/appendices/B/excipient-table-2.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/pubs/pinkbook/downloads/appendices/B/excipient-table-2.pdf
https://www.hrsa.gov/sites/default/files/vaccinecompensation/data/statisticsreport.pdf
https://www.hrsa.gov/sites/default/files/vaccinecompensation/data/statisticsreport.pdf
https://vaers.hhs.gov/
http://icandecide.org/government/ICAN-HHS-Stipulated-Order-July-2018.pdf
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Childhood_Vaccine_Injury_Act
https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/10pdf/09-152.pdf


☠️ ☠️ INGREDIENTS☠️ ☠️  
 

Here are just SOME vaccine ingredients. 

These are being INJECTED into your kids; much worse than INGESTION.  
 

◾Formaldehyde/Formalin - Highly toxic systematic poison and carcinogen. 

 

◾Betapropiolactone - Toxic chemical and carcinogen. May cause death/permanant in-

jury after very short exposure to small quantities. Corrosive chemical.  
 

◾Hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide - May cause damage to the liver, cardiovascu-

lar system, and central nervous system. May cause reproductive effects and birth de-

fects.  
 

◾Aluminum hydroxide, aluminum phosphate, and aluminum salts - Neurotoxin. Carries 

risk for long term brain inflammation/swelling, neurological disorders, autoimmune 

disease, Alzheimer's, dementia, and autism. It penetrates the brain where it persists 

indefinitely.  
 

◾Thimerosal (mercury) - Neurotoxin. Induces cellular damage, reduces oxidation-

reduction activity, cellular degeneration, and cell death. Linked to neurological disor-

ders, Alzheimer's, dementia, and autism.  
 

◾Polysorbate 80 & 20 - Trespasses the Blood-Brain Barrier and carries with it alumi-

num, thimerosal, and viruses; allowing it to enter the brain.  
 

◾Glutaraldehyde - Toxic chemical used as a disinfectant for heat sensitive medical 

equipment. 

 

◾Fetal Bovine Serum - Harvested from bovine (cow) fetuses taken from pregnant cows 

before slaughter.  
 

◾Human Diploid Fibroblast Cells - aborted fetal cells. Foreign DNA has the ability to in-

teract with our own.  
 

◾African Green Monkey Kidney Cells - Can carry the SV-40 cancer-causing virus that 

has already tainted about 30 million Americans.  
 

 



◾Acetone - Can cause kidney, liver, and nerve damage.  
 

◾E.Coli - Yes, you read that right.  
 

◾DNA from porcine (pig) Circovirus type-1 

 

◾Human embryonic lung cell cultures (from aborted fetuses) 

 

I encourage everyone to do their own research. Look up the MSDS on these 

chemicals. Read the thousands of peer reviewed studies that have evaluated the 

biological consequences these chemicals can have on the body, especially when 

being injected. 

 

� � Peer Reviewed Studies � �  

Here are legitimate sources, peer reviewed studies, mainstream media articles and 

so much more.  Much of it directly from the CDC, FDA, and pharmaceutical manu-

facturers. 

 

https://www.docdroid.net/LyJoYpZ/vaccine-file.pdf.html 

 

www.medscienceresearch.com/shedding 

 

Are vaccines studied as thoroughly as we think? 

 

http://icandecide.com/white-papers/VaccineSafety-Version-1.0-October-2-

2017.pdf 

https://www.docdroid.net/LyJoYpZ/vaccine-file.pdf.html
http://www.medscienceresearch.com/shedding
http://icandecide.com/white-papers/VaccineSafety-Version-1.0-October-2-2017.pdf
http://icandecide.com/white-papers/VaccineSafety-Version-1.0-October-2-2017.pdf






From a friend, (also I have a friend that owned a phar-
maceutical company that is waiting to see data ) : 

 

"On an interesting note, at lunch yesterday, we were out with a chemical 
engineer who used to work for a pharmaceutical company, and a scientist 
who owns a Manitoba level 2 lab. In his lab they produce animal vaccines as 
well as various human medications and vaccines. He told me he’s was not 
vaccinated for covid and would be waiting to get the vaccine. 
 
When I asked why, he said when he comes up with a vaccine for chickens, 
there have to be four years of testing before it can be submitted to Cana-
da’s version of the FDA for approval. That approval process can take addi-
tional years — and that’s for chickens. 
 
He basically said what this nurse is saying; anyone taking the vaccine now is 
part of what would usually be the “testing years”. He said the prosecutorial 
immunity pharmaceutical companies have been given is a windfall for them. 
All the profits with no law suits. 
 
I asked if he thought this was one of the reasons there was such a huge 
push to get everyone vaccinated, including children? He laughed and said 
an opportunity to do an experiment on such a large scale — with immunity 
from prosecution — is a once in a lifetime dream come true for pharmaceu-
tical companies. They’re going to try to take full advantage of this moment. 
 
I wondered if it was wise to have kids vaccinated. If you were willing to have 
your kids as part of a mass experiment where negative consequences could 
take years to show up, and you (and they) would have no recourse for any 
harm done to them, you could offer them up, but personally he wouldn’t 
have offered to his kids. 
Interesting to get a viewpoint other than that of the Big Government /Big 
Pharma partnership. "  









BROKEN DOWN BY AGE: 
 
0 - 17 YEARS OLD: 
▪︎21 Deaths 
▪︎200 Life Threating 
▪︎71 Permanently Disabled 
 
18 - 29 YEARS OLD: 
▪︎108 Deaths 
▪︎726 Life Threating 
▪︎919 Permanently Disabled 
 
30 - 49 YEARS OLD 
▪︎447 Deaths 
▪︎2,565 Life Threating 
▪︎3,395 Permanently Disabled 
 
50 - 64 YEARS OLD 
▪︎1,141 Deaths 
▪︎2,676 Life Threating 
▪︎3,015 Permanently Disabled 
 
 
 

65 + YEARS OLD 
▪︎6,203 Deaths 
▪︎3,599 Life Threating 
▪︎2,923 Permanently Disabled 
 
UNKNOWN AGE 
▪︎4,872 Deaths 
▪︎3,373 Life Threating 
▪︎5,721 Permanently Disabled 
 
TOTAL EVENTS: 

▪︎DEATHS: 12,791 

▪︎LIFE THREATENING: 13,140 

▪︎PERMANENTLY DISABLED: 16,044 

▪︎HOSPITALIZATIONS: 51,242 

▪︎ANAPHYLAXIS: 5,282 

▪︎BELL'S PALSY: 4,461 

▪︎HEART ATTACKS: 5,590 
▪︎SEVERE ALLERGY: 24,305 
▪︎SHINGLES: 6,784 
 

▪︎MISCARRIAGES: 1,505 

  COVID-19 shots save people? 

LATEST VAERS COVID VACCINE ADVERSE EVENT DATA THROUGH 
AUG 8, 2021 

571,830 Total Reports of adverse effects 

Note: Only between 1-10% of adverse events are 
reported in VAERS 





Health 

Passport 



The Health Passport goes against all these laws and codes 





Please ALERT  everyone in the family, friends and relatives! 

BREAKING NEWS !           

Supreme Court has canceled universal vaccination 

 
In the United States, the Supreme Court has canceled universal vaccination. 
 
Bill Gates, US Chief Infectious Disease Specialist Fauci, and Big Pharma have lost a lawsuit in the 
US Supreme Court, failing to prove that all of their vaccines over the past 32 years have been safe 
for the health of citizens! 
 
The lawsuit was filed by a group of scientists led by Senator Kennedy. 
 
Robert F. Kennedy Jr .: “The new COVID vaccine should be avoided at all costs. 
 
I urgently draw your attention to important issues related to the next vaccination against Covid-
19. 
 
For the first time in the history of vaccination, the so-called mRNA vaccines of the latest genera-
tion directly interfere with the patient's genetic material and therefore alter the individual genetic 
material, which is genetic manipulation, which was already prohibited and was previously consid-
ered a crime. 
 
The coronavirus VACCINE IS NOT A VACCINE! ATTENTION! 
 
What has always been a vaccine? 
It was always the pathogen itself - a microbe or virus that was killed or attenuated, that is, weak-
ened - and it was introduced into the body in order to produce antibodies. Not even a coronavirus 
vaccine! 
 
It is not that at all! 
It is part of the newest group of mRNA (mRNA) allegedly "vaccines". Once inside a human cell, 
mRNA reprograms normal RNA / DNA, which begins to make another protein. 
 
That is, nothing to do with traditional vaccines! That is, it is an instrument of genetic influence. 
Genetic bioweapon! That is, they were going to destroy from earthlings, and the survivors will be-
come GMOs! 
 
Following the unprecedented mRNA vaccine, the vaccinated will no longer be able to treat the 
symptoms of the vaccine in an additional way. 



Vaccinated people will have to come to terms with the consequences, because they can no longer 
be cured by simply removing toxins from the human body, as in a person with a genetic defect 
such as Down syndrome, Klinefelter syndrome, Turner syndrome, genetic heart failure, hemophil-
ia, cystic fibrosis, Rett syndrome, etc. ), because the genetic defect is forever! 
 
This clearly means: 
if a symptom of vaccination develops after mRNA vaccination, neither I nor any other therapist 
can help you, because 
DAMAGE CAUSED BY VACCINATION WILL BE GENETICALLY Irreversible. 
 

️Vaccination - 
Bio-weapons of genocide of the 21st century. 
 
Former Pfizer Chief Scientist Mike Yeedon has once again expressed his position that it is too late 
now to save those who have been injected with a substance publicly called "the Covid-19 vac-
cine." 
 
He encourages those who have not yet received the lethal injection to fight for their lives, those 
around them and the lives of their children. 
 
The internationally renowned immunologist goes on to describe a process that he says will kill the 
vast majority of people: 
"Immediately after the first vaccination, about 0.8% of people die within two weeks. 
The average life expectancy of survivors will be a maximum of two years, but it also decreases 
with each new "injection". " 
 
Additional vaccines are still being developed to cause deterioration in certain organs, including 
the heart, lungs and brain. 
 
After two decades at Pfizer, Professor Yedon was familiar with the functions and research and de-
velopment goals of pharmaceutical giant Pfizer, and states that the ultimate goal of the current 
"vaccination" regime can only be a massive demographic event that will make all world wars put 
together, like Mickey's staging Mouse. 
 
"Billions of people have already been sentenced to certain, inevitable and painful death. Anyone 
who receives the injection will die prematurely, and three years is a generous estimate of how 
long they can survive." 
 
We are on Telegram:        Chat group: 

 t.me/nastikatube     t.me/nastikagroup   

http://t.me/nastikatube
http://t.me/nastikagroup


How to defeat vax'x passports without leaving home... 

 

How Russian citizens crushed Moscow’s dumb vac'cine passports in just 3 weeks 

Excerpt: 

Here’s how they crushed Mayor Sobyanin’s vac'cine passport – and it was pretty 

simple. Moscow residents simply stopped frequenting any business that required 

a vac'cine passport. 

The really beautiful thing about this was that the vac'cinated people stood in soli-

darity with the unvaccinated. Business trickled to near zero at all establishments 

where the vac'cine passport was required. 

Moscow residents let their hair grow out, skipped going to bars and restaurants, 

didn’t go to the movies, didn’t stay in hotels or do anything else that required a 

vac'cine passport. 

Business owners from all over the city were suddenly calling Mayor Sobyanin’s of-

fice to chew his ear off about the vac'cine passports. They were going broke, and 

they were mad as hell about it. 

Marina Zemskova, the head of a regional hotel and restaurant association in Rus-

sia, said the vac'cine passport turned out to be worse for business than a full 

lockdown. At least if there was another lockdown, she notes, businesses “could 

count on some kind of government support measures.” 

There’s no government support coming under a vac'cine passport system. What 

the not-very-elite elites failed to anticipate about Moscow residents was they 

would simply not participate in the scam at all. 

The business owners were so infuriated with the mayor that Sobyanin made a sud-

den, surprise announcement on 19 July that nobody needs to use a vac'cine pass-

port anymore. He made up a hilarious excuse, claiming that Co'vid case rates 

were all better suddenly, as the reason for lifting the QR code passports. 

But everyone knew the truth. Moscow residents decided that their medical privacy 

and their right to travel is more important than whatever the people in charge 

were telling them. 

It was a massive case of civil disobedience – and they didn’t even have to go out-

side and set things on fire in a big protest. All they did was say, “Any business that 

wants to see a vac'cine passport from me is not getting any of my money.” 

That’s how you do it. 

 

h/t Martha A. Perez  
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DAILY AT PRESENT 























THE UNWANTED TWIN EXTINCT SINCE 2020 - THE FLU  
http://vigiaccess.org/ - NOTICE 1 YEAR VS 68 YEARS!!! 

http://vigiaccess.org/?fbclid=IwAR2-FU0M-8aWup9tbpBf09LyVJkhOtByIhVWujZqNNIU5ZS75Ia2HQwnxq4


The 10 elements of the code are: 

1. Voluntary consent is essential 

2. The results of any experiment must be for the greater good of society 

3. Human experiments should be based on previous animal experimentation 

4. Experiments should be conducted by avoiding physical/mental suffering and injury 

5. No experiments should be conducted if it is believed to cause death/disability 

6. The risks should never exceed the benefits 

7. Adequate facilities should be used to protect subjects 

8. Experiments should be conducted only by qualified scientists 

9. Subjects should be able to end their participation at any time 

10. The scientist in charge must be prepared to terminate the experiment when injury, 

disability, or death is likely to occur 

read more here: 

https://www.massdevice.com/the-nuremberg-code-and-its.../  

https://www.massdevice.com/the-nuremberg-code-and-its.../?fbclid=IwAR26QB1yKo_DmDFNLI-r1rm9GqGmtTSCKzXLxvMFsw3fdUYcehx_7HaHqlM






BIG PICTURE + 

TRANSHUMANISM + RADICAL 

TRANSFORMATION OF EVERYTHNG 

YOU HOLD DEAR AND LOVE 



Dr. Carrie Madej is an Internal Medicine Specialist in Georgia with 19 years in 

practice. She's concerned about the transhumanist agenda behind the push for 

the COVID vaccine and the biological, legal and spiritual ramifications of all of 

it.  

. 

Dr. Madej talks about her latest findings, starting with reports of unvaccinated 

women having 400% the rate of miscarriages in connection with their exposure 

to vaccinated people. 

. 

"This is a very high number of people, this is nothing to be ignored. It's some-

thing that needs to be looked into...We don't know the etiology of this, we're not 

getting any help from our governments, our international agencies or the World 

Health Organization or the CDC." 

. 

She says the vaccine roll-out has nothing to do with a virus. She sees how 

throughout the world, everybody is saying the same thing, "They don't really feel 

as if their president or prime minister is in charge, they say there's another 

[corporate] group running the show. They know something's not right. 

. 

"Just look at the big picture. The data doesn't make sense. The death rate was 

the same as all the previous five years. Why are we doing this? Why are using 

something experimental? Why is the benefit maybe a partial immunity for 2 

months - maybe. And the risks are astronomical. Nobody in their right mind, no 

good doctor, no good scientist could recommend this...” 

https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/doctor-exposes-anti.../ 

https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/doctor-exposes-anti-human-endgame-behind-vaccines/?fbclid=IwAR1w8oGd0LsEWsTx3NKSeHpMssTYLWOI1iUnpXGO-xrrkxbrRz_vJNsXhh4


AUTHOR UNKNOWN: 

It’s one thing to be aware of the covid vaccine death wave that has been engineered 

to exterminate billions of human beings on planet Earth, but it’s another thing entire-

ly to consider the financial ramifications if the vaccine-pushing globalists manage to 

achieve their genocidal goals. The sudden depopulation of any economy has almost 

unfathomable long-term financial consequences, even for those who manage to sur-

vive the culling. 

It’s not just the elderly entitlement recipients who will be killed off, either: The hyper-

inflammatory reaction wave of the covid vaccine will almost certainly kill middle-aged 

and young individuals, much like what happened in the second year of the 1918 Span-

ish Flu pandemic. Those with more active immune systems are the very people who 

are more prone to suffering hyperinflammatory reactions upon exposure to wild-type 

pathogens, especially when their own immune systems have been “pathogenically 

primed” by the vaccine to cause a fatal overreaction. 

Once the vaccine death wave accelerates — and it’s already happening in India — cit-

ies, states and entire nations are going to find themselves losing their tax farms of 

producers, and they will quickly face their own death wave crisis as obedient govern-

ment workers who run the bureaucracy start to die off. (Whether they will be missed 

or not is up to you…) 

It’s rather obvious that the current size and scale of government at every level — local, 

state, national — will be gutted both in terms of its finances and personnel. Govern-

ment will shrink… or better stated, it will collapse. Some nations will not emerge from 

this with their national sovereignty intact. In response, fake president Biden will push 

the printing presses into overdrive and crank out another $5 – $10 trillion in bailout 

money in a last-ditch desperate maneuver to salvage Big Government at every level… 

and this may be the final straw that breaks the waning global faith in the dollar, which 

will be abandoned everywhere. 

Why would the globalist tax farmers who enslave humanity want to cull their own 

herds? Because the tax farm confiscation phase of their planetary exploitation is 

over. That phase began with the industrial revolution and has ended in 2021. They no 

longer need human labor, human consumers, human voters or human beings in any 

form. They now see humans as their enemies, and they are determined to exterminate 

as many billions as they can. From their point of view, it is rather fortunate that about 

half the humans on planet Earth are so stupid and oblivious to reality that they will 

beg to be exterminated and actually thank their captors for euthanasia shots misla-

beled “vaccines.” Classic Stockholm syndrome. 



It is with some sense of relief, however, that the very people screaming in your 

face about wearing masks and getting vaccinated have selected themselves 

for extermination. Their insane cult-like screaming won’t be missed, for cer-

tain. 

 

The genocidal vaccine death wave allows globalists to blame their “great re-

set” on the pandemic 

 

The tactical reasoning behind all this, from the point of view of anti-human 

globalists, is that they will be able to crash the fiat currencies of the world 

and blame it all on covid. Notice that the crash of the dollar is effectively a 

way for central banks and corrupt governments to confiscate all dollar-

denominated assets, all at once. 

Explanation: If you think you have $100,000 in the bank — denominated in 

dollars — and then you wake up one day and the dollar is worth zero, what has 

happened to your assets? Those assets have been effectively stolen by the 

central banks and government crooks who crashed the dollar. They will likely 

roll out a mark-of-the-beast crypto wallet and force you into their new digital 

system where they monitor and track all your expenditures. This “great reset” 

means resetting all the assets of the common people back to zero. 

If your assets are currently held in dollars, then you are the “common peo-

ple,” and you will be led to the slaughter. 

The informed survivors of all this are stacking physical gold and silver coins. 

Some have been purchasing land, but as I explain today, land is now wildly in-

flated in most areas, meaning is now makes more sense to stack precious 

metals today, then plan to trade those coins for land in the future, after the 

dollar collapses. 

Understand that the covid plandemic and the global reset fiat currency col-

lapse are all just different phases of a nefarious plan to enslave or extermi-

nate the entire human race. The covid vaccine kills off the oblivious without 

ever having to force them into death camps at gunpoint, and the fiat currency 

collapse enslaves anybody smart enough to survive the vaccine genocide. 

 

How to be among the very few survivors, with both your health and wealth in-

tact 

 

I cover all this in today’s Situation Update podcast, with a bonus report 

(below) about gold, silver and land. 





Well, now the whole puzzle has taken shape.  

The masks are starting to subside! 
"The China Biological Laboratory in Wuhan is part of Glax-
osmithkline, which (incidentally) belongs to Pfizer!" Someone 
who makes a viral vaccine that was (accidentally) released in a 
biological laboratory in Wuhan and (accidentally) funded by Dr. 
Fauci. who (by accident) advertises the vaccine! 
“GlaxoSmithKline is (accidentally) run by the Black Rock fi-
nance department, which (by accident) runs the finances of 
the Open Foundation, which (accidentally) runs the French 
AXA! 
Coincidentally, Soros owns the German company Winterthur, 
which (accidentally) built a Chinese laboratory in Wuhan and 
was bought by the German alliance, which (by chance) has a 
shareholder Vanguard, who is (accidentally) a shareholder in 
Black Rock, which (accidentally) controls the central banks and 
manages about a third of the world's investment capital. 
Black Rock is also (coincidentally) the main shareholder of MI-
CROSOFT, owned by Bill Gates, who (by the way) is a share-
holder in Pfizer (who - remember? He sells the miracle vaccine) 
and (it happened) is now the first sponsor of WHO! 
Now you understand how a dead bat sold on a wet market in 
China has infected the WHOLE PLANET! "" ....  

copy and fast forward ....FB will be removed soon   







“The part that makes me sad for most people....  

is that they have been so intentionally traumatized into 

making fear based decisions. 

 

It’s like someone dousing you with gasoline, 

Setting you on fire, 

Then offering relief.” 

 

- Diandra Janelle Heaven Rose 















CDC Corona Crimes Lawsuit 

 

Clinical scientists from 7 US universities have joined together to sue the CDC for declar-
ing a "pandemic" around a non-existent viral threat. The article's conclusion indicates 
that more and more are waking up to the connection between the Great Reset totali-
tarian tip-toe and the outbreak of a really bad case of Oriental Bat Soup Flu. 
 
https://greatreject.org/laboratories-cant-find-covid-19-in-positive-tests/ 
 
excerpt - 
 
A clinical scientist and immunologist-virologist at a southern California laboratory says 
he and colleagues from 7 universities are suing the CDC for massive fraud. The reason: 
not one of 1500 samples of people tested “positive” could find Covid-19. ALL people 
were simply found to have Influenza A, and to a lesser extent Influenza B. 
 
Dr. Derek Knauss: “When my lab team and I subjected the 1500 supposedly positive 
Covid-19 samples to Koch’s postulates and put them under an SEM (electron micro-
scope), we found NO Covid in all 1500 samples. We found that all 1500 samples were 
primarily Influenza A, and some Influenza B, but no cases of Covid. We did not use the 
bullshit PCR test.’ 
 
This carefully planned pandemic hoax is carrying out an ideological agenda, the ‘Great 
Reset’, which aims to largely demolish the society and economy of the West, and then 
subject it to a global technocratic communist climate-vaccine dictatorship, in which all 
our freedoms, civil and self-determination rights will be done away with once and for 
all.  

https://greatreject.org/laboratories-cant-find-covid-19-in-positive-tests/


PLEASE HEAR ME!!!! I know someone first-hand, that views blood, un-
der a powerful microscope.....he has researched for many years, and 
viewed the blood of probably thousands of people. He viewed the blood 
of the first subject, that had taken the vacine......it had been 2 days, since 
the man had got the shot. They were observing the man's white blood 
cells, when a tiny red disc appeared, in the blood plasma. The red disc 
made a diagonal toward the white blood cell that they were viewing. 
When the disc reached the white blood cell, it attached itself to it, then 
submerged into the cell. Kinda like a homing device was signaled, about 
15 to 20 more red discs appeared, surrounded the white blood cell, then 
went inside it. After a few moments, the white blood cell, lost it's integri-
ty, and became fluffy, then it fragmented, and disintegrated......the man 
who was looking at his own blood,, almost feinted with fear! Each differ-
ent company, that makes this vaccine, has it's own color of these discs, 
but all have the discs!!  

2 months later, the man returned to have his blood viewed again.....HE 
HAD NO IMMUNE SYSTEM LEFT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! they only found 1 or 2 
white blood cells, in all their search, and these 2 remaining white blood 
cells, were under attack!! All evidence, of what caused all of his entire 
immune system to be destroyed, will be gone, and no way to tell what 
happened!! Almost, no one looks at the blood like this!! Folks, they are 
depending on, no one finding this evidence, and what they have done, so 
that they can blame the deaths on the so-called variant!!!!!!! Please, 
copy this information, so that it cannot be lost. I will probably be banned 
from Facebook, and lose contact with all of you.....but please, INFORM 
THE WORLD.....SHARE THIS EVERYWHERE......IT IS OUR ONLY HOPE, TO 
BRING THEIR PLAN OF TAKING US ALL DOWN, OUT INTO THE 
OPEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.  

If I get banned, or even worse......then goodbye to all......my prayers are 
with all of you, and thank you for tolerating me, this short while.....love  



INTERESTING QUESTIONS EVERYONE IS ASKING - NO ANSWERS 

 

I have a few questions for you "experts". 
 
Explain how the flu disappeared but has been replaced with something which has the EXACT same 
symptoms. 
 
Explain how the only proof that Covid exists is a computer modelled genome with zero physical proof. 
 
Explain how you prove something into existence without going through an isolation or purification pro-
cess. 
 
Explain why no government agency has any quantifiable proof that “it” even exists. 
 
Explain why they downgraded “Covid 19” to a non consequential infectious disease days before they de-
clared a pandemic. 
 
Explain how they pulled the coronavirus Act 2020 legislation out of their arseholes in a matter of days, 
despite the act being several hundred pages long. 
 
Explain why they have to use bullshit criteria like “deaths for ANY reason within 28 days of a positive 
test”. 
 
Explain why they banned autopsies. 
 
Explain why they changed the law to allow any practitioner to diagnose covid through observation 
alone, even if it is done through video consultation. 
 
Explain why undertakers have seen no difference in custom. 
 
Explain how all cause mortality is at an all time low. 
 
Explain how millions of protesters across the globe aren’t getting sick with “Covid.” 
 
Explain how this is the only crisis that needs an advertising campaign paired with a constant barrage of 
repetitive brainwashing propaganda on the TV and in the streets. 
 
Explain how tens of thousands of people stood on the streets of London last Saturday but it wasn’t once 
shown on ANY TV channel. 
 
Explain how thousands were yelling “shame on you” outside the BBC HQ in both London, Manchester 
and Cardiff but it wasn’t shown on the TV? 
 



 
Explain how the people who are wearing the masks and following the rules are the only ones 
who are catching “COVID”. 
 
Explain how the creator of the PCR amplification tool is on record for stating that the PCR was 
not designed as a test for infectious diseases. 
 
Explain why they are using the PCR to diagnose an infectious disease. 
 
Explain why it’s been changed from Covid deaths, to covid infections to covid “cases” . 
 
Explain how the “anti- vaxxers” are being blamed for the rise in “cases” when the only people 
who could possibly be contributing to the statistics are the people who are getting the “test” 
in the first place. 
 
Explain why the hospitals were empty during the height of the “pandemic.” 
 
Explain why 1000s of nurses are getting fired for saying that their hospitals were empty. 
 
Explain why the hospitals are now filling up with vaccine adverse reactions but the MSM 
aren’t reporting it. 
 
Explain why kids need to be vaccinated when, by your own definitions, covid isn’t dangerous 
to children. 
 
Explain, if all the vulnerable people have already been vaccinated, why do all the healthy peo-
ple need to get vaccinated if you’re already protected and the recovery rate was already 
99.96% without the vaccine. 
 
Explain why the average age of death with “Covid” is higher than the average age of death 
without. 
 
Explain how you can get banned from Facebook and Twitter for sharing official government 
links. 
 
Explain why there are several class actions in progress, taking governments across the globe 
to court for crimes against humanity, but there is zero MSM coverage. 
 
Explain why most government leaders are reading from the same script. 
 
Explain how all the things that you were laughing at us for talking about last year are now be-
coming a reality this year.  



How to Kill Morgellon Fibers and remove from your Body : 

Iodine from fresh seaweed  

Sea salt 

Brown basmati rice 

Tiger machines—beans for protein 

Garlic 

https://www.facebook.com/nicolette.verhoeven.9/

videos/3763861650409231 



So, I guess the doctors aren’t the only ones now getting a re-

ferral fee to promote the experimental RNA treatment now... 



















« I have now received my second euthanasia invitation.  

By Rob Wilkinson 

I find it unreasonable that a corporation has obtained my phone number and 

is trying to get me to take part in the trial of their drug and or drugs and is 

saying it's free when it literally isn't AND I basically have no choice whether I 

pay for it AND I can't tell them to fuck off because the number spamming me 

doesn't receive replies. 

If I get a text from someone or something acting on behalf of a corporation 

urging me to go and grab my "free" drugs, "free" set of kitchen knives, 

"free" dinnerware, "free" smart meter, "free" fucking anything, and I can't 

reply to that text, then it isn't really a text message, it's an advert, and if the 

"free" thing has already been purchased using state funds to which I am 

forced at threat of imprisonment to contribute in the form of taxes, assum-

ing I can't live completely off-grid and do have to use their bullshit plastic 

Ponzi creds, then it isn't fucking "free" at all. 

How the fuck is it "free"? What are we suggesting here? That two, three, 

four doses of literally-on-trial drugs for 95% of the Earth's population costs 

nothing to manufacture? 

I wonder what it costs to manufacture, distribute and administer 14.6 billion 

doses, as well as advertising the fucking thing near-enough constantly on 

TV, radio, billboards and bus shelters, legislating against even the ability to 

refuse it, which is what these "passports" really are, as well as implement-

ing those measures, while crushing all dissent and choking economic activi-

ty? What's the cost of that? This isn't a health campaign: it's an advert. 

That's what we live in. It's not a society, it's not a civilisation, it's an advert, 

a farm.  

 



It's one thing to talk about Communism or Fascism or read about it in a 

history book whatever that is, quite another to live through and inside the 

warped mindbendery and industrialised gaslighting that has everyone con-

fused about who's in charge. Living inside the kind of Communist Hell that 

we as humans are perfectly capable of constructing will be like having your 

individuality, personality and uniqueness hammered flat, everyone the 

same dead-eyed machine-pressed drug-quaffing cultist shopfront manne-

quin with a tape recorder for a mouth, spunking out a load of circular rea-

son and catchphrases in stead of conversation, the kind of Hell you end up 

with when everyone bites their tongue and submits to being bullied and 

pushed around by a bunch of malevolent PC wind socks who take offence 

at literally fucking everything that isn't them. The way this is going we 

won't have the least need of the Gestapo - people don't even understand 

the fucking CONCEPT of an alternative to the state-manufactured fair-

ytale. It's like the laws governing the base matter of the universe have had 

a couple chunks of code discreetly ripped out and two distinct parallel re-

alities have been mashed into the same space. Flat mirrors inside nested 

circuses scattered with burned dictionaries, roamed by scarecrows and if 

you pull off the mask, there's no face, just a black soulless void like a uni-

verse without stars - and the Covid marshalls ARE basically scarecrows 

now, they don't even say anything to me anymore so they are paid to just 

stand still, that's their job, eight hours of that, fucking fencepost cunts. 

Talk about nihilism, I think trees have more sense of purpose. 

Fucking free man - if you don't get a choice about whether you buy it, don't 

get to discuss it and don't get to reFUSE it - the logic and normalisation of 

which is creeping right the fuck in, day by day - then you're just a chicken 

in a cage waiting to get its throat cut. 



Booooooooool SHIT. 

Free? Safe? It's an absurdity. It's a violation against you that you should be 

expected to listen politely while you and everyone else is gaslighted and 

fucking drugged. It's a murder scene this place. 

I am beginning to think that misuse of words on this scale is simply a moral 

failing. For what purpose have humans nurtured the capacity for speech if 

only to abandon it at the point of direst need? The monkey noises have to 

have an agreed-upon meaning, don't they? 

If "society" is placing a demand upon you greater than the demand you 

place upon it then it's gone from being a bunch of people coexisting for mu-

tual benefit to an oppressive delusion demanding that you participate in 

theatre, which all this is - a stupid load of nonsense they've blasted in every-

one's faces so loudly and insistently it's metastasised and is now roaming 

the world in the minds of fools. 

Maybe all societies do this, maybe we're no different to slime mould in a Pe-

tri dish, subject to expansion, resource-depletion, cultural atrophy and col-

lapse, maybe all cultures end in death and maybe everyone who refuses to 

see this or perhaps simply can't is a de facto member of a death cult, com-

mitted by a thousand unseen factors to embrace oblivion. Maybe we are but 

the cells of a greater being that lurches in geriatric decay between imag-

ined phantoms, but words do mean something and there is now a wide-

spread conspiracy of ignorance which I for one would rather die than enter-

tain. We should live and die as men, not suffer the ignominy of chasing what 

someone else bought with our own labour and blood. 

So: 

Dear Pharmofasconeocorporate-psychomedico-deathcultist witchdoctor 

twats: go fuck yourselves. » 

Words: Rob Wilkinson :)  













BIG PICTURE 

 

You want to know the real reason why so many in the world are so sick? 

 

- The water supply is contaminated. 

 

- The fresh food supply is full of poison. 

 

- The rest of the "food" is processed and refined (which isn't even food). 

 

- We don't chew our food. 

 

- We are nutrient deficient. 

 

- We overconsume. 

 

- The air is full of pollution. 

 

- We are scared of the sun and wear sunscreen, full of chemicals and metals 

 

- We don't exercise enough. 

 

- We sit in front of technology/ screens/ EMF waves all day. 

 

- We consume too much alcohol, stimulants and sugars 

 

- We are disconnected from our natural human instincts and our natural environ-

ment. 

 

- We are stressed because we live in a slave system, trying to earn money to support 

a ponzi scheme. 

 

- Our medicine is based on chemical warfare and petrochemicals. 

 

- We lather our bodies and brush our teeth with chemicals. 

 

 



- We are disconnected from the earth (by wearing rubber soled shoes all day). 

 

- We aren't grateful and we don't practice mindfulness. 

 

- We have unresolved emotional trauma. 

 

- We are in a constant state of fight or flight. 

 

- We breathe too quickly and shallowly. 

 

- We are exposed to electro-magnetic radiation. 

 

- Our minds are infected by TV, radio, social media, mainstream media and Holly-

wood 

 

- our economic system drains and depletes our creative essence and steals time, 

favouring those at the top of the intentionally created, yang-styled pyramid 

 

- and most importantly we lack connection, to 'Mother', to 'spirit' and each other. 

 

It's just easier to blame a "germ", rather than addressing the elephant(s) in the 

room. 

 

If your government really cared about you and your health, they would have done 

everything they could to address all of these things mentioned above. But they have 

done nothing... 

 

A weak, sick and demoralised population is easy to control. They also accept that a 

"virus" is the cause of all their health problems. 

 

A healthy, strong, wise population cannot be controlled and that is a threat to the 

system. 

 

We have the ability to take our power back, as this is the true redistribution of pow-

er...” 

 

Written by Andrew Smith, shared with love.  





MUST READ: A Phoenix Physician Lays Bare the Cynical and Criminal Medical Mon-
etization Model for COVID-19 

 
Posted on September 1, 2021 by State of the Nation 
 
THE HOSPITAL ECONOMICS OF COVID–19 by Joel E. Colley, M.D. 
 
As with all businesses, the hospital business runs on and is governed by revenue generation. To the Adminis-
trators, the delivery of actual “care” is secondary. For the Administrators (“admins”), it is all about the 
quarterly profits. This holds true for the illusory term “non-profit” hospitals as much as it does the “for prof-
it” model. Both must receive more income than expenses to survive. There are differences in the reporting 
models for IRS purposes, but for our discussion here, they can be considered together as the same. 
 
Without question, as Medicine has become more complex, extremely large sums of money are quietly and 
quickly being distributed. As cash flows greatly increase, it was only a matter of time and organization be-
fore sophisticated models were conceived to maximize income over expenses. This involves the hiring of a 
large number of Administrators who are in turn supervised by a cadre of “alphabet” Officers: the CEO, The 
CFO, the COO, etc. 
 
The business “solution” to these corporate mavins is to maximize anything producing income and to reduce 
or eliminate everything possible in the expense category. Generally, this means gaining total control over 
the largest expense in the model, the Service Employees. Service Employees deliver the actual services the 
patients receive, and the ratio of employees (i.e., Nurses, techs, cleaning staff, etc.) to patients has been 
decreasing steadily over the previous 20 years. This means more patients have to be under the care of fewer 
service staff. 
 
We make the distinction between the Administrative Staff (“admins”) and the Service Employees. The ad-
mins consider themselves to be vital to the overall economic health of the model, and in some ways this is 
true. They generally work in the daylight hours of 8:00AM to 4:30PM attending meetings, finding methodol-
ogies to cut expenses, and writing policies to insure “Quality of Care”. The Policies are important to insure 
continuing income streams from the government and “Third Party” payers, the insurance companies. They 
do not actually care about quality, only that the policies are in place as required and the policies are fol-
lowed exactly. 
 
These admins are paid handsome salaries, frequently more than the Physicians, with even more handsome 
bonuses if they can elicit higher corporate profits. Their bonus structures are very liberal, possibly more 
than doubling their base salaries. How the admins increase profits after cutting Staff to the bare minimum 
is obvious; all that is remaining is a cut in delivered services. This is a topic deserving its own article. 
 
The next step in controlling costs was to bring the Physicians under the corporate umbrella by hiring them 
directly instead of letting them continue in Private Practice. This was done insidiously in the initial stages in 
many minor changes growing quickly to complete control in less than a decade. These Physicians owe their 
allegiance to the hospital corporation, not the patient, and now we have a problem, Houston! 
 
We have a specialist Physician group called Hospitalists. Their entire salary is paid by the hospital corpora-
tion, often with sizeable bonus if the Physician is able to justify more tests and procedures related to the 
Diagnosis Codes. Of course, the Patient is not allowed to stay in hospital one second longer than is allowed 
by the diagnosis code. This new specialty of Hospitalists are experts at effecting all these new require-

ments. 



With all the above in place, the admins were more than ready for the Covid–19 event. Merely placing 

the diagnosis of “Probable Covid” on the Patient’s chart netted the Hospital approximately $13,000 

“extra” at the start. That Covid–19 diagnosis allowed for the ordering of a large volume of extra tests 

and procedures, all of which added to the hospital’s profits. Already in place were the controls and 

protocols to reap a bonanza in extra federal income. 

 

Placing a Patient on a ventilator, generally the wrong treatment, netted the hospital admins another 

$30,000, and that is a “Global fee”. That means they make $30,000 if the Patient is on the ventilator 

10 minutes or 48 hours. Since most patients succumbed in a few short hours when placed on the ven-

tilator, that same ventilator could be cleaned and used again and again, perhaps on three different 

Patients in 24 hours, netting another $30,000 for each Patient using it. Can you see why the demand 

for ventilators became astronomical. The admins were experiencing income ecstasy! 

 

Since the protocols (the wrong treatment) were in place, Physicians and other health care profession-

als were “protected” from criticism: “We are following the CDC proscribed treatment protocols, so, 

NO, you will not receive alternate therapies, and you will be ventilated”. Family members were exclud-

ed from being present with their loved ones, who were now intubated on a ventilator, sedated, and 

could not object themselves. 

 

For the first time in recent history, the hospitals were making more money from an alleged infectious 

disease than they were making for surgical procedures. Surgical procedures have always been the 

bedrock income of hospitals, until now. All that was needed was a presumptive diagnosis of Covid–19, 

and the cash cow was flowing like never before. Anyone opposing the Standard Line was quickly ridi-

culed, ostracized, and their career ruined. 

 

Even in the face of rapidly increasing knowledge, the push to maintain these profits is enormous! Ob-

vious inconsistencies are quickly explained away as “fringe non-science”. The rapidly expanding anti-

covid volumes of data are quite enormous, but the Main Stream Media refuses to report it. Even “Big 

Pharma” and “Big Medicine” principals, the ones with a conscience, are stepping forward to take up 

the battle cry many of us began almost two years ago. 

 

Now we cannot be stopped. Our data are expanding daily, while the old guard profit seekers rely on 

Protocols proven to be incorrect and damaging. This is possibly an event affecting the health and wel-

fare of the entire Human Species. Those of us who take our Hippocratic Oath seriously will not be si-

lenced, nor will we sit idly by watching this happen. 

 

With the CDC “approval” of the Pfizer genetic therapy injection (it is NOT a Vaccine), we shall now 

learn much more about that agent, the side effects of it, and whether or not a person should subject 

themselves to it over “natural immunity” for a virus that is, overall, 99+% survivable. 

 

Joel E. Colley, M.D., FACA, DABA 

 

Copyright for this article is released. It may be reproduced in whole or in part at will. 

 

https://stateofthenation.co/?p=81956 .  

https://stateofthenation.co/?p=81956


Someone's BRILLIANT HOMEWORK!!!!! 

 

I made a list of all vaccine ingredients and contacted Poison Control. After intros 

and such, and asking to speak with someone tenured and knowledgeable, this is the 

gist of the conversation. 

 

Me: My question to you is how are these ingredients categorized? As benign or poi-

son? (I ran a few ingredients, formaldehyde, Tween 80, mercury, aluminum, phenox-

yethanol, potassium phosphate, sodium phosphate, sorbitol, etc.) 

 

He: Well, that's quite a list... but I'd have to say easily that they're all toxic to hu-

mans... Used in fertilizers, pesticides... To stop the heart... To preserve a dead 

body... They're registered with us in different categories, but pretty much poisons. 

Why? 

 

Me: If I were deliberately to feed or inject my child with these ingredients often, as a 

schedule, obviously I'd put my daughter in harm's way... But what would legally hap-

pen to me? 

 

He: Odd question... but you'd likely be charged with criminal negligence... perhaps 

with intent to kill... and of course child abuse... Your child would be taken away from 

you... Do you know of someone's who's doing this to their child? This is criminal... 

 

Me: An industry... these are the ingredients used in vaccines... with binding agents 

to make sure the body won't flush them out... to keep the antibody levels up indefi-

nitely... 

 

He: WHAT?! 

 

Your conclusion? 

 

The man was beside himself. He asked if I would email him all this information. He 

wanted to share it with his adult kids who are parents. He was horrified and felt aw-

ful he didn't know... his kids are vaccinated and they have health issues...” 

 

~  By  Iris Figueroa 



INGREDIENTS IN VACCINES -   
You CANNOT make an educated decision without being educated. 
 
Here are just SOME vaccine ingredients. 
These are being INJECTED into your kids; 
 
 Formaldehyde/Formalin - Highly toxic systematic poison and carcinogen. 
 
 Betapropiolactone - Toxic chemical and carcinogen. May cause death/permanant 
injury after very short exposure to small quantities. Corrosive chemical. 
 
 Hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide - May cause damage to the liver, cardiovascular system, and cen-
tral nervous system. May cause reproductive effects and birth defects. 
 
 Aluminum hydroxide, aluminum phosphate, and aluminum salts - Neurotoxin. Carries risk for long term 
brain inflammation/swelling, neurological disorders, autoimmune disease, Alzheimer's, dementia, and au-
tism. It penetrates the brain where it persists indefinitely. 
 
 Thimerosal (mercury) - Neurotoxin. Induces cellular damage, reduces oxidation-reduction activity, cellular 
degeneration, and cell death. Linked to neurological disorders, Alzheimer's, dementia, and autism. 
 
 Polysorbate 80 & 20 - Trespasses the Blood-Brain Barrier and carries with it aluminum, thimerosal, and 
viruses; allowing it to enter the brain. 
 
 Glutaraldehyde - Toxic chemical used as a disinfectant for heat sensitive medical equipment. 
 
 Fetal Bovine Serum - Harvested from bovine (cow) fetuses taken from pregnant cows before slaughter. 
 
 Human Diploid Fibroblast Cells - aborted fetal cells. Foreign DNA has the ability to interact with our own. 
 
 African Green Monkey Kidney Cells - Can carry the SV-40 cancer-causing virus that has already tainted 
about 30 million Americans. 
 
 Acetone - Can cause kidney, liver, and nerve damage. 
 
 E.Coli - Yes, you read that right. 
 
 DNA from porcine (pig) Circovirus type-1 
 
 Human embryonic lung cell cultures (from aborted fetuses) 
 
You can view all of these ingredients on the CDCs website. I encourage everyone to do their own research. 
Look up the MSDS on these chemicals. Read the thousands of peer reviewed studies that have evaluated 
the biological consequences these chemicals can have on the body, especially when being injected. 
Fact check vaccine ingredients here: 
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/pubs/pinkbook/downloads/appendices/b/excipient-table-2.pdf 
www.cdc.gov 

cdc.gov  

https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/pubs/pinkbook/downloads/appendices/b/excipient-table-2.pdf
http://www.cdc.gov/
http://cdc.gov/


SOME INTERESTING FACTS YOU MAY NOT HAVE BEEN AWARE OF... 

 

WHAT A TANGLED WEB THEY'VE WEAVED.... 

 

FACT CHECKED! 

 

**** Things you must know to be informed: 

 

YES, THE GOVERNOR OF MICHIGAN USED TO WORK FOR GEORGE SOROS. 

YES, CALIF GOV. GAVIN NEWSOM IS NANCY PELOSI'S NEPHEW. 

YES, ADAM SCHIFF’S SISTER IS MARRIED TO ONE OF GEORGE SOROS’ SONS. 

YES, JOHN KERRY'S DAUGHTER IS MARRIED TO A MULLAH'S SON IN IRAN. 

YES, HILLARY'S DAUGHTER CHELSEA IS MARRIED TO GEORGE SOROS' NEPHEW. 

YES, ABC NEWS EXECUTIVE PRODUCER IAN CAMERON IS MARRIED TO SUSAN RICE, OBAMA'S FORMER 

NATIONAL SECURITY ADVISER. 

YES, CBS PRESIDENT DAVID RHODES IS THE BROTHER OF BEN RHODES, OBAMA'S DEPUTY NATIONAL SE-

CURITY ADVISER FOR STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS. 

YES, ABC NEWS CORRESPONDENT CLAIRE SHIPMAN IS MARRIED TO JAY CARNEY, FORMER OBAMA WHITE 

HOUSE PRESS SECRETARY. 

YES, ABC NEWS AND UNIVISION REPORTER MATTHEW JAFFE IS MARRIED TO KATIE HOGAN, OBAMA'S 

FORMER DEPUTY PRESS SECRETARY. 

YES, ABC PRESIDENT BEN SHERWOOD IS THE BROTHER OF ELIZABETH SHERWOOD, OBAMA'S FORMER 

SPECIAL ADVISER. 

YES, CNN VP VIRGINIA MOSELEY IS MARRIED TO TOM NIDES, FORMER HILLARY CLINTON'S DEPUTY SEC-

RETARY. 

 

THIS IS WHAT YOU CALL A "STACKED DECK". IF YOU HAD A HUNCH THE NEWS MEDIA WAS SOMEWHAT 

RIGGED AND YOU COULDN'T PUT YOUR FINGER ON IT, THIS MIGHT HELP YOU SOLVE THE PUZZLE. 

 

Now you know why no one is investigated. They all have their hands in the cookie jar! You might remember 

James Comey who investigated the Clinton email scandal and the Clinton Foundation, and made the final 

decision to not recommend prosecution by the DOJ. It turns out that the Clinton Foundation was audited 

by the law firm DLA Piper. One of the executives there was in charge of the Clinton Foundation audit. Who 

was it? Peter Comey, James Comey’s brother. Peter Comey held an executive position with the Washington 

law firm that did the audit of the Clinton foundation in 2015. Peter Comey was officially DLA Piper “Senior 

Director of Real Estate Operations for the Americas,” in 2015 when the Clinton Foundation scandals first 

broke and Hillary was preparing her Presidential campaign. Not only was DLA Piper, the firm where 

Comey’s brother worked involved in the audit of the Clinton Foundation, but according to the foundation’s 

donor records, DLA Piper has given between $50 - 100k to the Foundation. It gets even cozier. DLA Piper 

executive Douglas Emhoff is taking an extended leave of absence from the firm. Who is Douglas Emhoff? 

He is the husband of KAMALA HARRIS! 

 

Just a coincidence? Amazing if it is. You can't make this stuff up! Another example of the DC swamp.”  



GERM VS TERRAIN THEORY 



The immune system is a concept rooted in germ theory. 
Germ theory holds that our bodies are constantly attacked by predatory microorganisms (germs) which are the cause of 
most diseases and illness and that the body responds to this illness by creating antibodies which memorize the particular 
genetic make up of the attacking microbe and furthermore create a database against further attacks by the same species of 
microbe forming an immunity to in the future.  
This is the idea of infectious disease and immunology.  
It is the exact opposite of terrain model which recognizes these germs as a response to and not cause of illness and disease.  
According to the terrain model we are brought into disease by the inhalation ingestion and injection of toxins in our daily 
life which build up over time.  
These toxins, as well as our own metabolic waste, are naturally expunged continuously however due to the concentration 
of and frequency of exposure to toxins in our current cultural and environmental situation, the body is not able to naturally 
detox faster than we poison ourselves.  
Therefore a surplus of toxicity and acidity accumulate.  
Our bodies are then forced to conduct intense events of systemic cleansing which is what we experience as illness and dis-
ease.  
Each and every so called disease is nothing more than a detoxfication event responding to this saturation of toxins (what is 
known in the terrain model as toxemia). 
Due to the immense amount of energy it takes to conduct these detoxification events, people who intoxicate themselves 
with such frequency in their daily lives with toxic food and medicine for instance may not have the vitality needed to 
cleanse, and so it seems they do not get sick and may consider themselves healthy.  
The inability to detox however leads to deeper long term poisoning of the body and creates conditions of advanced system-
ic toxemia like cancer and other life threatening diseases.  
Healing from these conditions requires one to first discontinue the toxic exposure their lifestyles create, which almost al-
ways starts with a dietary transformation to species appropriate food, and may involve fasting and forms of mental, emo-
tional and spiritual therapy. 
These emotional therapies assist in accepting and manifesting new and uncomfortable, tho healthy, habits and lifestyles 
ideally by finding ways to relieve stress and if necessary, guide one through the very sensitive process of fasting.  
Germs are in fact our friends, assisting us in many bodily processes from digestion to nutrient composition to detoxification 
and healing.  
Germs on the whole in nature are assigned the special role of recyclers, turning garbage into soil, turning death back into 
life. 
Germs are not predatory and do not attack living healthy bodies.  
Therefore there is nothing to be immune to, nor any need for nor existence of an immune system.  
Our health and our illness are nearly 100% the result of the choices we make about what we feed and expose our bodies 
to. 
This is not what students learn in medical school.  
Medical personnel are programmed to interpret symptoms of body detoxification as the source of our disease itself. 
The body can push toxins out from virtually any spot: the skin, the lungs, the orifices, breath, urine feces and more.  
If the body pushes a toxin out at the genitals it's herpes and if that very same toxin is pushed out of the skin of the arms 
and legs its eczema.  
If the toxin is strong and ubiquitous enough a systemic flush will occur and that is called the flu.  
They make this same erroneous interpretation on the molecular level.  
Germ theory teaches them that we are always under attack by germs.  
Therefore they interpret our endogenous activity and microbial biosphere as forms of defense against this fictitious attack, 
calling it an immune system with antibodies.  
In reality modern medicine (allopathy) is the aggressor and our bodies are under attack by their toxins.  
Our bodies are under attack by toxic food, drugs water and air as well.  
The only defense against that, the only true antibody (immunity) against this attack is our own awareness of the situation 
and our decision to choose not to poison the body into a state of disease. - 
Author unknown 



Great video debunking Girm theory in 19 minutes, pass it around before 
they inject themselves with POISON 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/dRmXoZoHCPPG/  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/dRmXoZoHCPPG/








FAUCI IS BEHIND EVERY PANDEMIC SINCE 1984 

She reminds us that the lab origins of the current pandemic are 
hardly novel; that every “pandemic” has had lab origins since 
1984, when Anthony Fauci started working at the NIAID, starting 
with AIDS. 
https://truth11.com/2021/09/03/dr-judy-mikovits-fauci-is-
behind-every-pandemic-since-1984/  

https://truth11.com/2021/09/03/dr-judy-mikovits-fauci-is-behind-every-pandemic-since-1984/
https://truth11.com/2021/09/03/dr-judy-mikovits-fauci-is-behind-every-pandemic-since-1984/






[DARPA]  
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency... 
http://82.221.129.208/.uk4.html  

http://82.221.129.208/.uk4.html






A Declaration of Withdrawal of consent and Non-Consent, a reclaiming of individual 

Sovereignty by one's individual intent and will. 

---- 

The following is to be declared in effect via the spoken word... 'I AM" 

"THIS IS MY DECLARATION OF FREEDOM FROM ALL CONTROL, AI, BEINGS AND AU-

THORITY STRUCTURES THAT INTERFERE IN HARM AGAINST MY SOVEREIGN FREE 

WILL LET IT BE KNOWN THAT I WITHDRAW CONSENT! 

I TERMINATE ALL CONTRACTS OF AGREEMENTS CONCLUDED BY THIRD PARTIES RE-

GARDING MYSELF AND HEREWITH RETURN ALL LIABILITIES AND KARMIC IMPLICA-

TIONS TO THE CONTRACTING PARTIES ON ALL LEVELS, DIMENSIONS, TIME AND 

TIMELESSNESS! 

I WITHDRAW CONSENT to having any human being, living organism, machine, entity, 

person, corporation, secret group, or their representatives, their superiors, employ-

ers, their on and off world allies, or anyone working for or with any of the above: to 

spy, to look into, to watch, or in any way invade my PRIVACY for any harmful reason. 

Privacy is defined as: my own unique personal life experience. I REVOKE, WITHDRAW 

and RETRACT ALL HARMFUL AGREEMENTS FOR ALL MY BODIES, PARTS, FRAG-

MENTS, ATOMS, DNA CELLS, ETHERIC ESSENCES and ENTIRETY OF BEING, AS AN 

ENTIRE UNIVERSE THAT I AM, on all levels, dimensions, time, cycles of time past, 

present and future and on all levels of existence- for all my BODIES from the CORE 

BEING of The ONE that I AM to all my BODIES across ALL Universes, even in the folds 

of time and space where much is attempted to be in hiding. 

Each experience of my being is for my personal growth and development. It is NOT for 

corporations to seek profit from. They are not to be manipulated and controlled by 

any person/entity/corporation/government/religion/machine/being, except MY-

SELF. 

These experiences, which are part of my unique life experience, CANNOT be used by 

any other being/human/entity/ corporation/group - and any other example of 

someone or something that is not MY SELF- in any way that creates money and or 

capital for profit or control, whilst demeaning, degrading, or negatively affecting my 

living being. 

A Declaration of Withdrawal of consent and Non-Consent 

September 11 

https://www.facebook.com/100028192868589/posts/142299058095152/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVTvCjGx5mZcg1tiqABCCGHuzvzAoG_tpVt370sNYUqAUiMGczZHHQBYIvhit1cgotJQT6OYZrW8rLLKPLx_PS6BDLMCi06ISgAkmI8pmCQhP1SqAHh1gXyYKVJBs_NsUe5CayYq_HqIo4aewPBmOx8kJLcSCzB1GujDri0DR6mlLrNfPVu


The Monetization and Collateralization of my Personal Energy, and Personal Being, 

MYSELF, for the purpose of buying and selling or owning is forbidden under any and 

every terminology/language/contract that is in being and has been used to control 

and manipulate my personal Energy and Being. 

The Monetization and Collateralization of my Personal Human Body, which houses 

my unique DNA that is MY PRIVATE DOMAIN, for the purpose of buying, selling, own-

ing, or controlling is Forbidden and Banned. 

The buying, selling, owning, and trading of MY Soul Energy, or MY unique human 

body on or by any Stock Exchange/financial institution/corporation/government/

religious organization in this world or any other world, is expressly Forbidden and 

Banned. 

The buying, selling, and owning of MY UNIQUE and Personal DNA/Energy/physical 

body/Consciousness anywhere in any Universe, Dimension, astral level, time or 

world is Forbidden and Banned. 

The 'harvesting' of my energy by any group/organization/corporation/

government/religious sect/astral entity/"galactic" being, or ANYONE who is not 

MYSELF, is now Forbidden, Banned and Barred. Whatever the form it takes, my en-

ergy is my own creation, and I DO NOT CONSENT to having it harvested for others to 

use, or to profit from. 

Such buying, selling and controlling amounts to SLAVERY, and is forbidden by me 

under my own SOVEREIGN FREEWILL AND LAW THAT I IMPOSE. 

I WITHDRAW CONSENT to the use of nanite technology, parasites, or any other type 

of infectious diseases or infectious technology whatsoever, when so ever, or 

wheresoever, now, in the past, or in the future, to be used upon my human physical 

body or mind, consciousness or soul, whilst I am living here on Earth or any places 

in and out of space and time wherein such forces can influence one's Being! 

I WITHDRAW CONSENT TO ANY TYPE OF MIND CONTROL, OR THE USE OF INTELLI-

GENT TECHNOLOGY IMPLANTS, physical, etheric, or astral, living or non living to be 

used on my living being, my physical body, my ethereal body, my electro-magnetic 

body, my astral body, my consciousness or my Soul Body, which could possibly have 

any harmful effect upon my physical body, mind, consciousness or soul in ANY way! 



I WITHDRAW CONSENT to the external creation of dreams when I am asleep. I 

WITHDRAW consent to any other human being, corporation, government, religion, 

entity, machine, dimensional being/entity entering my consciousness on any lev-

el, at any time EVER if the intent is to bring harm unto myself and un-Lawful harm 

unto another entity. 

I WITHDRAW CONSENT to any type of frequency wave currently being used, or his-

torically used, to target my private and clearly designated unique* human physi-

cal, etheric, or astral bodies, my DNA, my cells, or my mind, my consciousness or 

my soul in any way that is negative. This includes any type of exotic, secret, or cov-

ert, Earth based, and off world based technology, (which includes locations on the 

moon, asteroids, or other undisclosed places being used) that projects pulses, 

sorcery, beams, or waves, of any known frequency which has been seen to be detri-

mental to the human body, mind, consciousness, or soul. 

I WITHDRAW CONSENT to the use and effects of fluoride in the drinking water, in 

addition to genetically modifying the food grown and sold for human consumption. 

I WITHDRAW CONSENT to aerosol sprays being placed into the air I breath, nor to 

programming being inserted into music that I listen to. 

I WITHDRAW CONSENT AND DO NOT ACCEPT any programming placed into the au-

dio and video images I am exposed to. 

I WITHDRAW CONSENT to the negative manipulation of the weather and to the poi-

soning of the Earth because I know that these acts are harmful and unhealthy to 

my self and others. 

I WITHDRAW CONSENT to the use of psychics, black occult magicians, archons, 

demons and negative spirits, or any entities, using mental energies or any other 

forms of frequency harm or attack against my living being or bodies, or using my 

bodies to inflict harm upon others. 

I WITHDRAW CONSENT to exotic, machine-like, robotic technology, either physical-

ly or etherically, or astrally implanted, used in any way to track, alter, torment, at-

tack, abuse, infect, or harm my body, my mind, my astral body, my consciousness 

or my soul at any time, at any place, for any reason. 
 

 



I WITHDRAW CONSENT to any deception being used on my living being at any 

time, any where, which creates ANY negative outcomes concerning the health 

and welfare of my own personal body, mind and soul (also known as my own per-

sonal living being), or to my Free Will, my prosperity, my wealth, or my happi-

ness, (also described as my life). 

I AM using my sovereign Lawful Will and Intention to DECLARE AND ORDER THAT 

NO energetic can deceive me personally in any way that affects me harmfully or 

negatively. 

NO TREATY made with any human being/corporation/government/religion/

entity/machine, whether on or off this planet IS VALID, if that Contract or Treaty 

in any way affects my life, or my body, mind, consciousness or soul in any meas-

urable negative and harmful way. 

NO TREATY made by anyone, anywhere is valid, if it collaterally affects my living 

and breathing being, my life, my happiness, or my prosperity in a harmful or neg-

ative way without my full and comprehensive and transparent consent to said or 

stated Treaty, even if I personally am not party to such a treaty. 

This includes all corporate treaties and contracts as well as any treaties or con-

tracts considered to be OFF WORLD and/or inter-dimensional. 

I remove all prior CONSENT to deception, harm, enslavement, or control of my 

living being, my physical body, my ethereal body, my electromagnetic body, my 

astral body, my consciousness or my Soul Body, on any and all levels. 

Any previous Contracts or perceived Consents, through any form of tacit or as-

sumed Consent is now completely null and void, Forbidden and Banned upon all 

levels of existence. 

Any contracts made during any of my previous on or off earth world incarnations 

that involved gross deception, gross violation, trickery, mind-control, black 

magic occult sorcery practices, are all, here and NOW, made permanently NULL 

and VOID. 

NO CONTRACT I have signed or agreed to, either in writing or as an assumed or 

tacit agreement, as concerns incarnations, in any way, shape or form upon the 

Earth is Valid, regardless of any perceived amount of time or space, physical, di-

mensional or otherwise, has transpired since that original contract or agree-

ment was begun. 

If any of my previous consents or contracts, of which I was a party, involved me 

being under duress, and/or were made as a result of deception, they are ALL 

now deemed invalid. 

 



If any of my previous consents or contracts involved intentions of using me to 

serve another’s selfish agenda or purpose, 

they are ALL now invalid. 

Any person/being/corporation/government/religion/entity/machine/

consciousness that wishes to have a contract with ME, my living being, my phys-

ical body, my ethereal body, my electromagnetic body, my astral body, my con-

sciousness or my Soul Body, MUST Do so in complete transparency, with every 

single piece of that contract/consent explained in full detail, with absolutely no 

missing information or obligations left unstated or unexplained, and MUST be 

written out in full, with my fully conscious approval and wet ink signature. 

PUBLIC NOTICE TO EARTH’S CRIMINAL, HARM INDUCING, APPOINTED CARE-

TAKERS OR LEADERS, INCLUDING EARTHLY VISITORS, WHOM ARE THEIR SUP-

PORTERS AND ANY BEING/ENTITY/CORPORATION/GOVERNMENT/RELIGION/

MACHINES OR PERSON ALIGNED IN ANY WAY WITH ANY OF THESE BEINGS. 

If any such things as listed above are being done, or ever were done, then those 

acts occurred without my consent, and will be considered deception, and are 

VOID and NULL. 

All “tacit” or presumed consent by me, for any act of doing, done by another 

person, entity, being, etc…, that affects ME in any way that I perceive as nega-

tive, harming or controlling my FREE WILL, what so ever is hereby now perma-

nently removed, and challenged, and denied. 

It is denied to any and all beings or entities UNLESS a CURRENT CONTRACT or 

TREATY has been negotiated with me personally. 

Notice to agent is notice to principal. Notice to principal is notice to agent. 

No further NOTICE is deemed necessary, and this is NOW both WRITTEN and 

RECORDED on This Planet Earth/Gaia and upon all off world/dimensional/

Universal records. 

If any Human/Being/Entity/Government/Religion/Corporation/Group, from 

this planet Earth/Gaia, any dimension, any universe, any perceived "other" lev-

el of existence, wishes to form any contracts or agreements or treaties with ME, 

they must Do so face to face, in this physicality that my human body resides in 

on this planet, in full acknowledgement and agreement of my FREE WILL to 

Choose to do so, only under the agreements written in this declaration. 

I have the Right of my own SOVEREIGN WILL to change, update or modify this 

Declaration at any time." 









Carlos Garcia 

Top 10 reasons why the jahbbed blame those who refuse to get jahbbed: 1. They have been brainwashed by the lying politicians, media, and doctors into believing that unless everyone gets the shot, their shot won't work. 
This causes them to blame YOU should they and/or their children (whom they also allowed to get jahbbed) get sick or die.  
2. They see you as a walking epidemic, which if you get close to them or their kids, will spread C-V to them. This makes them view you as public enemy 
number one! 
3. They feel that by getting jahbbed, they did their part to help humanity, but you did not, so they view you as selfish, and hateful for your decision. 4. They think that since they did as they were told to, but you didn't, that YOU are the reason things aren't getting back to normal. 5. They think YOU are to blame for the rise in cases. 6. They believe everything the politicians are doing (lockdowns, food shortages, water shortages, shutting down public facilities, imposing fines and 
penalties, etc.) is a result of you not taking the shot. 
7. They believe that unless everyone takes the shot, the government may continue to take even more draconian measures (which we know they will 
anyway), leading to them eventually losing their jobs, which they will blame you for. 
8. They fear that as a result of people not taking the jahb, they may eventually be taken to "containment centers" for their "safety from us.  9. They have been told that you are nothing but crazy "conspiracy extremists", and as a result, they view you as "anarchists", and a danger, not only to 
them and their family, but to the entire country (and the world), and our "free" way of life. 
10. They have heard what will happen to them now that they took the shot, and they may regret what they did to themselves and their loved ones, by 
allowing them to take it too. This may anger them into thinking that if they and their families are going to die as a result of their poor decisions, it's 
not fair that YOU don't die along with them! 

Top 10 reasons why the jahbbed blame those who refuse to get jahbbed: 

1. They have been brainwashed by the lying politicians, media, and doctors into believing that un-

less everyone gets the shot, their shot won't work. This causes them to blame YOU should they 

and/or their children (whom they also allowed to get jahbbed) get sick or die.  

2. They see you as a walking epidemic, which if you get close to them or their kids, will spread C-V 

to them. This makes them view you as public enemy number one! 

3. They feel that by getting jahbbed, they did their part to help humanity, but you did not, so they 

view you as selfish, and hateful for your decision.  

4. They think that since they did as they were told to, but you didn't, that YOU are the reason 

things aren't getting back to normal.  

5. They think YOU are to blame for the rise in cases.  

6. They believe everything the politicians are doing (lockdowns, food shortages, water shortages, 

shutting down public facilities, imposing fines and penalties, etc.) is a result of you not taking the 

shot.  

7. They believe that unless everyone takes the shot, the government may continue to take even 

more draconian measures (which we know they will anyway), leading to them eventually losing 

their jobs, which they will blame you for.  

8. They fear that as a result of people not taking the jahb, they may eventually be taken to 

"containment centers" for their "safety from us.  

9. They have been told that you are nothing but crazy "conspiracy extremists", and as a result, they 

view you as "anarchists", and a danger, not only to them and their family, but to the entire coun-

try (and the world), and our "free" way of life.  

10. They have heard what will happen to them now that they took the shot, and they may regret 

what they did to themselves and their loved ones, by allowing them to take it too. This may an-

ger them into thinking that if they and their families are going to die as a result of their poor de-

cisions, it's not fair that YOU don't die along with them!  

 

Via Carlos Garcia 

https://www.facebook.com/wnycgarcia?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWG442jN4OKbLKIYP1Qz3YC8Uwe0m0I9jKH5Y9YsTUnKpl5od6wlRESTpKsqLkMvCmHfODULhEyrHTRzC1D7Cd_CrDeLc4YlbcVkVoK_ri1CDfBeqZzEFBEDVSltPsxor4Wk9QIz05sI1ONpLm1w4nuj5w54cS-DCYSDghihzzPew&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R


LETTER TO… 

 

Dear SBC, 

 

Over the past couple of years my husband Lou started treating me differently. First he wouldn’t let me visit 

my friends or family anymore. He made me stop all contact with them unless it was by phone or computer. 

But even then he stands over my shoulder, listens to my conversations, & reads and censors my comments 

to them online, or anything I post on social media. I've tried to tell my husband that he is starting to be too 

controlling but he makes me feel like I'm going crazy and that I am being ungrateful. He always tells me, 

that because of the pandemic and everyone else’s selfishness, he’s has to do this because of how much he 

cares about me and doesn’t want anything to happen to me. 

 

He won't let me go to the gym anymore. Church on Sunday? Forget it. He won't let me go to work either. 

He's told me that I must rely only on him as my source for money & that’s only when he thinks I deserve 

some. I’m also not allowed to shop online & he cancelled all my credit cards. I now have to use shampoo 

that makes my hair stick together, soap that I can’t stand the smell of, & I ran out of cosmetics months 

ago. But once again he stated to trust him & he promised he will take good care of me. 

 

My husband finally told me I am not allowed to go out at all anymore, unless it’s an absolute necessity, like 

a medical emergency. And if I do find a reason that he will let me go out, or sneak out, he makes sure that 

when I get back that he endlessly berates how disobedient, disrespectful, and unappreciative I am by disre-

garding his care for me. I can't help it, but now I always feel guilty and ashamed. 

 

But yesterday my husband Lou told me that if I agree to have this particular medical procedure done he 

might be willing to consider giving me back some of the freedoms I used to have. 

 

My husband constantly tells me to trust him, that he's only doing all of this because he cares, & is doing it 

for my own good. 

 

Oh wait, my bad . . . 

 

The whole time I was writing this letter was I saying “My Husband”? 

Sorry, I meant to say, “ The Government.” 

 

Are y'all outraged if a husband does this to their spouse? 

 

Then why are y'all so passive, feckless, & compliant when it comes to your own precious life & the govern-

ment? 

 

Turn off your TV and use your brain that God gave you. 

 

Author Unknown. 

 

Be well, stay safe, & God Bless.  

















How many of my friends 

on this site are preparing for our future by: 1) buying extra long 

term stored food and water ?? 2) getting out of the big cities so 

that the chemicals being sprayed on you are a little less?? 3) How 

many of you are training in the old ways of living or learning skills 

you MUST have to survive?? If you are NOT doing these things,the 

future WILL overtake you and your family,friends and neighbors. 

Does it cost a lot? Nope, for about $400 (more if you continue to 

wait to do this as prices are going up) you can got to 

walmart ,local grocery,or online or other place and buy the basics 

of food. How much do I need for 1 year? 150 lb of each dried po-

tatoes,lentils,flour,Dry beans,white rice. what does this look like? 

Picture those 5 gallon buckets from Home depot,it would be 

about 15 of those buckets,with lids. Once you get this done , 

THEN start getting other stuff like..50 gallon water barrels,bottled 

water,sun oven (so you can cook without using any fuel, cooking 

oil,sugar,salt etc. YOU CAN DO THIS THIS FOLKS! If you dont have 

much money you can afford this stuff above  

SOLUTIONS 

AND PREPPING 



How To Make Bouillon Cubes With 2 Years Shelf Life  
One of the best recipes to keep in your back pocket is for homemade bouillon cubes. You can add this stuff to hot water for an in-

stant chicken-flavored stock. 

This recipe uses only long-lasting ingredients so your bullion cubes will last for a couple of years on the shelf, providing you with 

vital nutrients when the time comes. 

Ingredients  

`1 cup nutritional yeast flakes 

`2 tablespoons onion powder 

`2 tablespoons dried parsley 

`2 teaspoons garlic powder 

`1 teaspoon celery seed 

`1 teaspoon thyme 

`1 teaspoon dried turmeric 

`1 teaspoon dried rosemary 

`1 teaspoon paprika 

`1 teaspoon basil 

`1 tablespoon salt 

`1 teaspoon pepper 

`¼ cup extra virgin olive oil, or your favorite oil 

Process  

#1. Start by setting up all of your ingredients so that they are right next to you. If you have everything ready, the process runs 

smoother. 

#2. To the pitcher of your high-powered blender, add the nutritional yeast. Pulse briefly to break up the larger flakes. 

#3. Add the onion powder, dried parsley, garlic powder, celery seed, thyme, turmeric, rosemary paprika, basil, salt, and pepper to 

the blender. Blend on high for 1-2 minutes until all ingredients are milled into a fine powder. The finer, the better because finer 

bouillon dissolves best into warm water. 

#4. The consistency should be between cornmeal and whole wheat flour. 

#5. Next, mix in the olive oil to make the bouillon a damp sand-like consistency. This is for shaping them into cubes. Stir in a little 

at a time, you do not want these too wet with oil. 

#6. Mix with a fork until you have a damp sand consistency. 

#7. Using a teaspoon measurement, add the mixture to an ice cube tray. 

#8. Press the cubes down firmly. Freeze for 4 hours until solid and set. Once frozen, either wrap the cubes individually in foil like 

the store-bought ones. 

#9. Or, you can add them all to a freezer zip-top bag and remove the air.  

#10. To make yourself a simple cup of broth, follow these instructions. 

#11. Add 1 cup of hot water to a bowl, dissolving one bouillon cube into the water. Mix with a spoon. 

#12. Drink as a sore throat remedy or add leftover protein or veggies to make a quick, healthy, and flavorful soup. 

Storing For Up To 2 Years  

By adding oil to the bouillon cubes, you will decrease their shelf life for about a year. You’ll also need to keep them in the freezer, 

which isn’t the most convenient option for some preppers. 

If you want your bouillon to stand at room temperature, follow the steps above but leave out the oil. Oil can spoil much faster than 

dried herbs and spices, so be aware of that when making your bouillon cubes. 

After blending all of your spices, pour the dry bouillon into a labeled zip-top bag and squeeze out all of the air. 

Alternatively, you could use a vacuum sealer and seal the whole thing or individual teaspoon portions. 







MASSIVE NON COMPLI-

ANCE IS THE ONLY WAY 

OUT OUT 





From here: https://www.bitchute.com/video/zFhOfQI6OqB8/  

Thanks to the Amazing Polly! 







Keep your immune  

system healthy 



GET  A GUN!!! 













Thousands of Lawyers and Doctors Filed Lawsuit for Violations of the 

Nuremberg Code. 

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/legal_articles/thousands-of-

lawyers-and-doctors-filed-lawsuit-for-violations-of-the-nuremberg-code/ 

Dr. Reiner Fuellmich and Whitney Webb. 

 

Groups, corporations, governments and individuals mentioned in this de-

tailed exposé include Google, Microsoft, AstraZeneca, Deutsche Bank, 

Bravo Capital, Sequoia Capital, Wellcome Trust, Jenner Institute, Glax-

oSmithKline, US military, CIA, DARPA, the Pentagon, UK government, 

UNESCO, Bill Gates, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Jeffrey Epstein, 

Regina Dugan, Vaccitech, Galton institute, George Church, Israeli intelli-

gence, Robert & Isabel Maxwell, Melanie Walker, Klaus Schwab, World 

Economic Forum, Davos Agenda, Amazon, Wellcome Leap… and the list 

goes on. 

https://truthcomestolight.com/dr-reiner-fuellmich-w-i 

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/legal_articles/thousands-of-lawyers-and-doctors-filed-lawsuit-for-violations-of-the-nuremberg-code/
https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/legal_articles/thousands-of-lawyers-and-doctors-filed-lawsuit-for-violations-of-the-nuremberg-code/
https://truthcomestolight.com/dr-reiner-fuellmich-w-i










Here are step-by-step directions on how to do make homemade HCQ in your kitchen. 
 
I improved on the recipe by adding zinc citrate, suramin, and shikimic acid 
 
It works. 
 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4ek8GSwAywGb/  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/4ek8GSwAywGb/






Great resources, links and further reading:  

 

https://linktr.ee/PleaseWakeUp  

http://www.shotsoftruth.com/ 

 

VIDEOS: 

 million dead their screams are being silenced by MSM: 

https://brandnewtube.com/watch/i-million-dead-their-screams-are-being-silenced-by-
msm_FRacTCfYsR98ESY.html 

 

Via Sami Richards 
 
A great compilation of information by health professionals pertaining to the greatest cov-
er up in human history, courtesy of the criminal pharmaceutical cartel, their medical mal-
practice and experimental gene therapy. 
 
https://banned.video/watch?id=603d4d7424060924140094e8 
 
1. Dr. Andrew Kaufman - Medical Doctor and Forensic Psychiatrist (USA) 
 
2. Dr. Tom Cowan - Medical Doctor and Forensic Psychiatrist (USA) 
 
3. Dr. Kevin Corbett - Qualified Nurse and Health Scientist (UK) 
 

4. Dr. Anne Fierlafijn - Medical Doctor (Belgium) 
 
5. Dr. Hilde De Smet - Medical Doctor (Belgium) 
 
6. Dr. Konstantin Pavlidis - Metaphysicist (UK) 
 
7. Dr. Zac Cox - Holistic Dentist and Homeopath (UK) 
 
8. Dr. Piotr Rubas - Medical Doctor (Poland) 
 
9. Dr. Johan Denis - Medical Doctor and Homeopath (Belgium) 
 
 

 

 

https://linktr.ee/PleaseWakeUp?fbclid=IwAR1QDZ_TqcZqOZGTXJGzDcgWe4zz5KsZxTtUB3-gPnZMtWSBgUqe_ACVrNY
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/i-million-dead-their-screams-are-being-silenced-by-msm_FRacTCfYsR98ESY.html
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/i-million-dead-their-screams-are-being-silenced-by-msm_FRacTCfYsR98ESY.html


WE ARE A COALITION OF 
DOCTORS, SCIENTISTS, OR-
GANIZATIONS, AND ACTIV-
ISTS WORKING TOGETHER 
TO PREVENT MEDICAL 
MANDATES. 
 HTTPS://MAMM.ORG/ 

10. Senator Scott Jensen - Medical Doctor, Family Physician & Politician (USA) 

 

11. Dr. Sherri Tenpenny - Medical Doctor (USA) 

 

12. Dr. Heiko Santelmann - Medical Doctor (Germany) 

 

13. Sandy Lunoe - Pharmacist (Norway) 

 

14. Dr. Simone Gold - Medical Doctor, Physician & Founder of American Frontline 

Doctors (USA) 

 

15. Dr. Brian Tyson - Medical Doctor & Family Physician 

 

16. Dr. Teryn Clark - Medical Doctor & Neurologist 

 

17. Dr. Gaston Cornu-Labat - Medical Doctor, General Surgeon, Holistic & Integra-

tive Physician (Argentina) 

 

18. Dr. Antoine Barbari - Medical Doctor, Senior Consultant, Professor of Medicine 

(Lebanon) 

 

19. Dr Delores Cahill - Molecular Biologist and Immunologist (Ireland) 

 

20. Kate Shemirani - Natural Nurse (UK) 

 

21. Dr. Maria Cabrera Avivar - General Physician, Public Health Specialist, former 

PAHO, WHO advisor (Uruguay) 

22. Dr. Mikael Nordfors - Medical Doctor (Sweden) 

 

23. Dr Elke F. De Klerk - Medical Doctor (Holland) 

 

24. Dr. Vernon Coleman - 

General Practitioner (UK)  



FURTHER READING 

 

https://joedubs.com/the-history-of-infectious-disease-by-stefan-lanka/  

https://blog.dawnofpeace.org/2021/06/21/the-case-against-virology-and-

the-idea-of-viruses/ 

 

https://exopolitics.blogs.com/international_criminal_co/2021/06/summary

-of-the-spike-protein-protocol-updateif-you-know-someone-who-has-been-

injected-and-requires-help-please-provide-th  



CONCLUSION 

We have been lied to, from the beginning of our lives until now. It is all a lie, 

once you’ve realized this first truth, you can BEGIN to INNERSTAND where we 

are at in our civilizational “Evolution”.  

This is the turning point, possibly the last chance humanity has to free itself 

from the clutches of its entrapment. If we fail in this MASS AWAKENING, we 

will be plugged into the Borg Hive mind, you may have noticed we are already 

nearly there, and their Great Reset will materialize, and you will own nothing, 

and you will be nothing.  

Once you’ve browse through these 300 pages that just barely touch this 

whole concept of Prison Planet Earth and how we got to this point in time, it 

will be time for you to put your money where your mouth is and start awaken-

ing more and helping your entourage, friends, family members, colleagues, 

neighbors, town hall meetings, school board meetings, do the same.  

The time is NOW, there is never any other time, so what say you? 

It’s our time. It’s our PLANET. It’s our HOME, won’t you fight for it? 

OVER AND OUT FOR NOW! 

 


